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68 
Micro Journal n. 
Editorial 

The staff and management of 68 
Micro Journal hopes that all of you en
joyed a happy new year and that next 
year will be a most prosperous year 
for each of you. ll's been a very fast 
pace for us here at68 Micro Journal in 
the last quarter of 1989, and I'd like to 
use a few lines here to bring you up on 
all the exciting changes 68 Micro 

Journal h<ts Hnd will be taking. 

68 Micro Journal is now an OS9 
Systems Integration Magazine. We 
have spent many hours of consultation 
with various groups includ-

Welcome to the 1990's 
From the Desk of Larry E. Williams 

to our readers as well as our advertis
ers. 

With all the changes we were 
making over the past few months it 
was not possible to publish each 
month. It is our goal to be again 
publishing monthly beginning with the 
May 1990 issue. Subscription labels 
with the March/April issue will 
indicate the adjustment in your 
expiration date. The subscription rate 
that you paid was for 12 issues and 

exciting and fuJI of changes, and we 
here at 68 Micro Journal are proud to 
have been there as those changes took 
place. 

Since it takes as long as 90 days to 
reach a large number of our overseas 
subscribers. we will accept from over
seas subscribers through the month of 
May 1990 subscriptions at the old rate 
of $36.50 per year surface and $72.50 
per year airmail overseas. This 

ing developers. design engi
neers, researchers and others 
to determine the best 
possible target group for 68 

"World 

extension of the old rate will 
only be available to current 
overseas subscribers. 68 Micro 

Micro Journal to focus on. 
The overwhelming response 
was to highlight OS9 the 
operating system because of its exten
sive penetration into several promising 
markets that arc keys to the growth of 
Motorola and other chip manufactur
ers for the future. The level o( 
response to 68 Micro Journal in Eu
rope over the past year has been testa
ment to that. There has been many re
quests from overseas that 68 Micro 
Journal has not been positioned to 
properly respond to. This change of 
direction was made with input from 
many sources. both domestic and 
overseas. 

With the AugJScpt. 1989 issue we 
took the f�rst step in bringing to the 
magazine. articles that were of interest 
to a greater number of our new sub
scribers and older ones as well. We 
warmly welcome input from our 
subscribers as well as others. We 
encourage you to write or call and tell 
us what you feel would be the best 
subject matter for future articles. We 
hope these changes will be beneficial 

68 Micro Journal 

will accept from 
USA subscribers the 

WI" de'' 
old subscription rate of$2A.50 
per year through the end of 
February 1990. Take advan-

therefore all expiration dates will 
reflect some changes since we had 2 
combined issues in 1989 and will have 
two in 1990 and we did not publish an 
OcL, Nov. or Dec 1989 issue. 

The changes you see in the yearly 
subscription rates have taken place for 
several reasons. 68 Micro Journal will 
pay for OS9 articles. Articles submit
ted for pay must be clearly marked as 
such and subm iued on an OS9 
formatted disk. Write or call for an au
thors guideline sheet if you arc 
interested. These changes arc neces
sary to allow 68 Micro Journal to 
remain as the professional OS9 users 
magazine. 

OS9 is clearly a leader in real time 
operating systems around the world 
today, and for that reason 68 Micro 
Journal will keep step to bring its 
readers a higher level of useful articles 
and information for the OS9 market 
place. The past decade has been 

JanJfeb. '90 

tage of this while you can. 

Without ever having received any 
advertising suppon from Motorola it 
has been difficult to stay committed to 
just being a Motorola magazine. How
ever, 68 Micro Journal still feels that 
Motorola makes the best micro
processor in the world and we will 
continue so suppon Motorola in the 
future with coverage. However, as 
OS9 is introduced and developed on 
other platforms 68 Micro Journal will 
be right there covering OS9 as the best 
real-time operating system in the 
world. 

Last but not least we want to thank 
all of you who have loyally hung in 
there all these years. And, as in the 
past. let us know what you want and 
what you feel we should be doing. 
After all it is still our readers who de
termines what we will be. 
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PERSONAL 

By : Erich L. Gibbs. Ph.D .. COMPUTERS 
President of Gibbs Laborawries. Inc .. 

Wilmeue. IL 

l�--------------� 

AN ASSESSMENT 
Sharing infonnation is one of the mo\1 

imponant functions a computer can pro
vide. yet moM of the millions of comput
er'> in the world arc stand-alone. personal 
compute!'l>. which :.uppon only one u!.er 
at a time. Single-user computers of any 
kind represent an incredible wa tc of 
computing potential. With few excep

tion-.. they idle away well over 90% of 

their potential. wniting for u-.ers to make 
decisions. or simply waiting between 
keystrokes on the keyboard. A computer 
can accept keyboard entnes about 50 

time:. fa ter than anyone can type. o 
one disputes the fact that personal com

puters have contributed po-.itively and 
extensively to revolutioni1ing the way 

SUMMARY 

man think!. and works: however. the co. 1 

has been unnecessarily high. As a rel.ult. 
productivity has not been as great as it 
might have been. and the benefit-; of 

computer technology have not been as 

widely distributed a:. they might have 

been. Gibbs Laboratories, Inc .. has had 
the good fortune to be pan of a number of 
high-technology breakthroughs during 
its 50 year<; of existence: we realize how 
difficult it can be to protect a technology 
from becoming diMorted by marketing 
pre sureo;. From our vantage point. we do 

not see the long tem1 wisdom to nooding 
the market with single-user. strictly 

graphics-oriented computer to the ex
clusion of multi-user. multi-tasking ca
pability. De igncrs and manufacturer 

Worldwide, tens of millions of personal computers are on the 

verge of becoming competitively obsolete and slipping from the 
market, because they lack multi-user, multi-tasking capability. The 

market does not have the capital or sophistication to upgrade more 
than a small percentage of these installations using network technol

ogy or by replacement with new, high-performance personal com
puters, stuffed with memory. The powerful OS-9 operating system 

is memory efficient, has a high comfort index with software devel
opers, and enjoys an excellent reputation for support. OS-9 would 
revolutionize the market, if it could be easily installed into personal 

computers. The U ltrascience d iv ison of Gibbs Laboratories, Inc., has 

developed practical.low-cost products for adding OS-9 to ffiM-style 
PC/XT/ AT and Macintosh computers without the loss of existing ap

plications, warranties, or support. 

6 JanJFeb. '90 

had alternative">: they could have offered 
the market low-co•;t. multi-user. multi
tasking personal computers. which pro

vided a little lesl> whi:: and a lot more 

han.�. 

"Thlsls sn 
exciting time 
for 05-9, snd 
we sre thrilled 
to be psrtof 
lt ... 

Personal computers could have been 
dc!>igned to suppon a graphic" monitor 

a well as :.erial device!>. Bit-mapped 
graphics plays an important, much 
needed. role: however. serial device 

make more efficient use of computer 
hardware. becau:.c they can usc com

prcl>sed ASCII computer code to transfer 
infom1ation. Filling the screen of a se

rial. business tenninal (often referred to 
as "dumb" video display tenninal) re
quires transmitting about 20.000 bits of 

data down the data hookup wires. Creat
ing exactly the :.arne screen on a standard 

monochrome graphic monitor takes 
about 20 time:. a'l many bits. A color 

monitor requires about 200 time as 
muny bits. Of a lithe task!. perfonned by 
computers. only a relatively small per
centage arc really bit-mapped graphics 
dependent. Dc:.ktop pub I ishing is graph
ics dependent. but word processing is 
not: neither arc spread hect'l. account-

68 J.tao Journal 



ing. electronic mail. automatic data ac
quisition. machine control ..... The mar
ket cnnnot afford to do everything in bit
mapped graphics mode: it wants to run 
serinl tcnninals. bar code readers. elec
tronic ca!th registers. business machines. 
in!ttrument!>. production equipment. and 
a ho�t of other devices in n multi-user. 
multi-tasking environment - inexpen
sively! 

A few years ago. our Ultrascience di
vision took a long. hard look at the per
sonal computer market 

to do. 

Software is the most expensive com
ponent of most computer installations. It 

would be impossible to persuade a gen
eration of personal computer users to 
consider an enhanced approach. if they 
lirst would have to give up what they 
already had. Our multi-user. multi-task
ing product would have to run in con
junction with existing personal computer 
software. Also. it would be impossible to 
implement any solution which would not 

fonnance. and it is utilized by such in
dustry giants as Sony and Philips. The 
computer industry knows OS-9 as th� 

original operating system for the most 
powerful and widely used family of gen
eral purpose computer processor chips 
available, the Motorola 68K family. 

and began intensive re
search and development 
on products designed to 

PERSONAL COMPUTERS 

OS-9 combines signilicant new oper
ating system concepts and real-time ca
pabilities with the overall architecture of 
the popular UNIX operating system: yet. 
the core software for Professional OS-9 
requires only a tiny fraction of the 
memory required for UNIX. less than 
150Kb. Without sacrilicing program
ming convenience and features. OS-9 
achieves exceptionally fast context 
switching times and interrupt response. 

Tile versatile memory module design is 
re-entrant and position independent: the 
system requires only one copy of a pro
gram. no matter how many people may 
be using that program. OS-9 suppons 
arithmetic and 1/0 coprocessors, graph
ics. networking, and standard versions 
of all the major software languages. 
BASIC. C. FORTH. FORTRAN. MOD
ULA-2. MUMPS. PASCAL. etc .. and it 
is hardware independent. Powerful sy -
tern-state. user-state. and language de
buggers are available. There i a cornu
copia of oflice automation. data bases. 
and applications available for OS-9 com
puters, and the list is growing rapidly. 
OS-9 versions of UNIX tools and utili
tics. such as curses and the Bourne Shell. 
arc available to make conversion of 
UNIX applications convenient. Curses 
neutralizes the differences between dif
ferent brands of tenninats. so application 
programmers can write standardized 
code for windowing and display en-

adapt personal comput-
ers to be the practical. 
multi-user. multi-task-
ing computers they 
could have been in the 
lirst place. We sensed 

that most of the existing 
personal computer mar
ket would never be able 
to bear the COl>t and com-
plexity of LANl> and 
other :.olutionl> which 
require discarding current hardware for 
high-end computers stuffed with mem
ory. Productivity/coM ratiO!> of new per
sonal computer systems were increasing. 

but \O were up-front costs. As a result. 
the sale� of each new round of !>ystems 
were forcing a relatively greater number 
of existing systems into non-competitive 
obsolescence. More and more individu
als and businesses were discovering that 
they were working to suppon their com
puters. rather than the other way around. 
Our goal walt to contribute products 
which would help to reverse this trend 
and increase the teaming and earning 
power of people. worldwide. 

THE OS-9 SOLUTION 

Given the scope of the undenaking. 
we had no illusions. If we were to be suc
ces!>ful. we would have to develop prod
ucts which would take advantage of ex
isting market forces and the enonnously 
complex worldwide supply and suppon 
:.tructure. We could not redirect the 
market: our products would have to serve 
a catalytic function by removing ob
stacles. preventing the market from ac
complishing whm it was already inclined 
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make maximum use of the existing ba c 
of programming experience and pro
gramming tools. There would be neither 
time nor money to extensively retrain 
and retool enough programmers. What 
we needed was a very powerful. multi

user. multi-tasking operating system 
which would work efliciently in small 
memory spaces. It would have to be full
featured. support the major languages, 

and provide today's programmers with a 
high comfon level and room to grow. 
The operating system would also have to 
be hardware independent. so that soft
ware written for personal 

S PER 

USER 6 USER 
computers could run on 
larger and faster com
puters without repro
gramming. thereby en
suring a smooth. practi
cal upgrade path. 

. , ..... ('� 

The OS-9 operating 
system from Microware 
was exactly what we re
quired, and more. 
Though not yet a house
hold name. OS-9 enjoys 
a well deserved. world
wide reputation for per-
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PERSONAL COMPUTERS 
called, is a complete stand

alone 10 or 12.5 MHz 
computer with I Mb of 

zero wait-state DRAM, MARKET SHARE 

hancements (i.e. blinking. underline. re

verse video. etc.). The Bourne Shell is a 
powerful command programming lan

guage. It can be used to build individual 
programs. even those wrinen in differ

ent languages. into complex. interac
tive. high-level applications. 

The market dictated which per
sonal computers we would initially 

support. IBM-style PC/XT/AT (com
patible brands and models included) 

and Macintosh computers are well 
defined standards and, together. they 
represent the lion's share of all those 
computers presently in operation. The 
diversity of third party products avail
able for these computers and the 
strength of their service/support sys

tems contributed significantly to their 
success: it was imperative that our 
products install without modification 
of standard. compatible hardware or 
software. In fact. we would have to go 
a step beyond. It would be necessary 
to interface the standard DOS and 
MAC software environment gracefully 
from OS-9; otherwise, it would be im
practical to support the wealth of exist
ing third party hardware. 

OS-9 FOR IBM 

Since OS-9 is designed for usc with 
the Motorola 68K family of processors. it 
cannot run on the processor chips built 
into IBM-style persona.! computers. 
Therefore. the Ultrascience solution for 
installing OS-9 into IBM-style personal 
computer required designing an inex
pensive. but powerfui.68K coprocessor 
board. which would be compatible with 
the PC. XT. or AT hardware and soft
ware environment. The PC68K I. as it is 
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two efficient. vectored se-
rial ports. a parallel port. 

bauery backed up time
date chip. and an optional 

battery backed up 8Kb 
static RAM (see specifica
tions for details). It com
municates with the DOS 

(1989 gblwgl) bus by means of a high-

performance dual ported 
I Kb DRAM. A companion serial expan
sion board. the MEMIOX. provides up to 
10 more vectored serial ports and addi.,. 

tional zero wait-state DRAM (sec speci
fications for details). The PC68K I and 

Multt-User IBM system running OS-9 

optional MEMIOX simply plug into free 

bu. slots in any IBM compatible PC. XT. 
or AT computer (even compatible laptop 

computers have been used). The DOS 
operating system is left undisturbed and 
all PC/XT/AT devices arc accessed from 
OS-9 by means of DOS calls. This 

means that OS-9 can support any stan
dard, PC/XT/AT compatible third party 
device. Moreover. warranty and support 
for the PC/XT/AT will be unaffected by 

the installation of OS-9. 
Powerful on-board diagnostics. 

which can identify defects down to spe
cific chips. arc performed each time the 
PC68K I is reset. The diagnostic report is 
printed from the first PC68K I serial port. 
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An extensive collection of diagnostic 

oft ware tools are also provided for cases 
of suspected intermittent problems. All 

chips are socketed. so that a PC68K I or 
MEMIOX can be easily repaired, on

site or locally. without the need for 
even a soldering iron. 

lnstalbtion of a PC68K I and OS-

9 into an existing system usually takes 
less than an hour. The manual pro
vides step-by-step instructions. which 
arc complemented with plenty of 
screen grabs and picture'>. First, a par

tition is added to one or more of the 
hard disks. Menu-driven PC68K I sys
tem setup software makes it conven
ient to tailor an OS-9 system for many 

hardware configurations: OS-9 parti

tions can be installed on any of up to 4 

hard disks and any of these pan it ions 
can be designated as the boot partition. 
Once the OS-9 partitions have been 
designated. the software can be 
loaded. 
A few DOS programs arc copied from 

a diskette into a DOS directory on the 

MEMIOX 
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cr, u.r ... ton: xx 

Rosol to Dehull Sellt.,o: ItO 
Hot Keoj: ALT F18 
Uldeo kord T�pe: AUTO 
Actlvote Tuke• �u .. : V£$ 
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Ult rascl cnce 
SIR I'U&I<I 

Ser I ol I lOOOOCOOCX 

as noppy_. hard disk. 
and tape drivc(s). 
with the exception 
that unintelligent 
··noppy" interface 
tape drives have 
proven too inefficient 
to be practical. 
PC68K I software dy
namically optimize 
time sharing of DOS 
re!.ources within lim
it that can be set 
manually or under 
program control. De
scriptors and drivers 
support the Microw
are UV-580, 5807, 
and 5407 51/;· disk
cue fonnats and the 
UV-380 and 3807 31/ 
, .. diskeue formats. 
Data and programs 
can be copied back 
and forth between 
DOS and OS-9. DOS 
programs can be 
spawned from OS-9 
and Jive datu can be 
pa�sed between OS-9 
and DOS programs. 

OS-� Level I U2.3 
eo,.,t,hl 1984 n1c:rou."" S�l-

hard disk, using an INSTALL program. 
1 ext. OS-9 is booted from u diskcuc. a 
hard disk partition is high-le

.
vcl format

ted for OS-9. and the OS-9 oftwarc is 
loaded onto the hard disk by means of an 
in.wa/1 program. Thil> completes the in
stallation and the PC68K I equipped PC/ 
XT/AT is ready to boot OS-9 and run 
real-time. multi-user. multi-tasking ap
plications from the monitor and any or all 
of its ports. 

l11e monitor can be hot-keyed back 
and forth between DOS and OS-9. while 
OS-9 is running on from 2to 12 PC68K 1/ 
MEMIOX serial ports and the PC68K I 
parallel port. An excellent. very full fea
tured OS-9 terminal emulating driver 
supports monochrome and color moni
tors. When a color monitor is used, pro
gram designed for monochrome serial 
terminals will automatically display in 
color without program modification�. 

DOS and OS-9 share PC/XT/ AT com
patible serial and parallel port(s) as well 
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OS-9 FOR MACINTOSH 

Macintosh computers nrc designed 
around Mo10rola68K processorchips.so 
we were <lblc to install OS-9 without the 
need for any hardware. OS-9 and the 
Macintosh operating sy tcm oper
ate together on the same 68K 
processor chip. Since the Macin
tosh operating system is left un
disturbed and Macintosh devices 
are accessed from OS-9 by means 
of Macintosh Toolbox calls. OS-9 
can support any standard. Macin
tosh compatible. third party de
vice. Moreover. warranty and 
support for the Macintosh will be 
unaffected by the installation of 
OS-9. 

Installation of OS-9 usually 
takes less th�1n half an hour. The 
MAC and OS-9 oft ware arc pro
vided on MAC/800K diskettes. 
To install the software. the user 
creates a folder (directory) called 
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--os9 folder .. and "drags•· (copies) all 
of the diskcllc files into the folder. Once 
the software is loaded, selecting "OS9" 
will boot OS-9 and the Macintosh is 
ready to run multi-user. muhi-Ulsking 
applications from the monitor and any or 
all of its ports. Ba11ery backed up time 
and date arc available 10 OS-9 from the 
MacintOl>h. OS-9 system �ctup software 
provides the means to specify the amount 
of memory available for OS-9 and the 
size of up to 8 OS-9 hard disks. including 
the bootable hard disk. In the Macintosh 
environment, OS-9 "hard di ks" arc ac
tually Macintosh files. This in no way 
alters the operation of OS-9: however, it 
docs permit OS-9 .. hard disks" to be 
backed up with any Macintosh backup 
device. 

OS-9 !>uppons both color and b/w 
Quick Draw commands for the Macin
tosh monitor. giving OS-9 for the Macin
tosh significant graphics capability. As 
in the case oft  he IBM implementation of 
OS-9, there is an excellent. very full 
featured OS-9 terminal emulating driver 
for tandard Macintosh screens and the 
larger add-on color or black and white 
monitors. When a color monitor is u ed. 
programs designed for monochrome se
rial tem1inals will automatically display 
in color without program modifications. 

The practical limit to the number of 
users on a Macintosh. running OS-9. will 
depend on the model. A Mac-Plus is a 
68000 machine, which runs at 8MHz. It 
will support a few users. On the other 

Mult1·User MAC system runntng OS 9 
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end of the spectrum, a Mac-llcx uses a 
68030 processor running at 16 MHz and 
it will suppon 15 or more users. A 
number of serial expansion products arc 
available for Macinto h computers. We 
have tested the Hurdler'. an intelligent 4 
pon serial board fort he Nu-Bus. and per
formance was excellent. Adding extra 
OS-9 pons is as simple as connecting ex
pansion hardware and installing driver 
software. 

The capability of running Macintosh 
applications concurrently with OS-9 ap
plications is presently under develop
ment and is scheduled for release during 
the first quarter of .1990. Support for a 
number of standard Microware diskette 
formats, using Macintosh Superdrive 
compatible disk drives. will be offered at 
the same time. 

THE UPGRADE 
PATH 

OS-9 for personal 
computers frees the user 
from the expensive 
hardware upgrade path 
normally associated 
with personal comput
ers. Many personal 
computer users do not 
realize that VMEbus 
computer systems. us
ing high-performance 
68030 processors, arc in 
the same price range as 
fast personal computers, 
yet VMEbus systems 
can support a hundred or 
more scriaJ pons. When 
a more powerful com
puter becomes justifi
able. everything that 
was invested into the 
OS-9 adapted personal 
computer ystem can be 
salvaged. Changeover 
could be com-

I •• ': U •"I 
__.J pleted in minutes. 

CONCLUSION 

It took a dedicated team of hardware 
and software engineers to design and 
produce practical products, which per
mit OS-9 to be installed into IBM-style 
PC/XT/AT and Macintosh personal 
computers. We had our share of false 
stans and blind alleys: however. we are 
confident we have created catalytic 
product which will make multi-user. 
mutli-tasking operation of personal 
computers a practical. and profitable 
reality for both the user and applications 
developer. Our products for installing 
the OS-9 operating system into personal 
computers are easily used and inexpen
sive. Users will be able to boost produc
tivity without a major capital outlay. 
OS-9 will permit applications program
mers to open new markets and rees
tablish fading markets with more power
ful products that are more easily devel
oped and supponed. This is an exciting 
time for OS-9. and we are thrilled to be 
part of it. 

Desktop VMEbus System because OS-9 is 
hardware independent and the PC/ 
XT/ATor Macintosh could be con
nected to the larger computer as a 
workstation/terminal. Ultras
cience offers DOS and Macintosh 
operating system equivalents of 
the OS-9 terminal emulating driver 
for the monitor. These programs 
make it possible for DOS or Macin
tosh computers to hot-key between 
their normal operation and opera
tion as a terminal for a computer 
running OS-9. 

68030 capable of supporting up to 100 ports 

1 Crc:{llivc Solulions Inc .• 4701 Randolph Rd .• Suilc 

12. Rockville. MD 20852 

OS·9 j, u lrndcmark if Microwa� Sys1em� Corp. 

IBM I> a 1rndcmark of IBM Corp. 

Mac i' n lrndcmark of Apple Compulcr. Inc. 

SIR is a lrndemark of Ullrnscicnce 
UN I X is a lmdcmark of AT & T Bell Laboratorie� 
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The C Programmers 

Reference Source. 
Always Right On Target! 

lNTRODUCTION 

This chapleT discusses typedef declarations 
and .provides a comment about real compiler
compilers. 

It also .poses a problem and .provides a file
compare .program. 

TYPEDEF DEFINITIONS 

More complex typedef declarations are less 
similar to Ndefme declarations, however, 
which may lead to problems of readability. 

Thus, 

cy.pedef int • size; 

Th.e ty.pedef declaration is one of the lesser- may not be used interchangably with 
used and more misunderstood elements of the 
C language. l#define size int • 

It allows the prograrnm.er to crea1e new names in conlexts such as 

for existing data types, although it does not 
allow the programmer to create new data size i. j. k; 
I}' pes. 

since the ty.pedef is equivalent to 
In its simplest form, a ty.pedef declaration is 
similar to a Ndefme declaration. int •i, • j, •k; 

Thus. 

r;ypeclef int size; 

may be used almost interchangably with 

Ndefme size int 

in conlexts such as 

size i,j. It; 

which would be equivalent to 

int i. j. k; 

except that ty.pedef declarations are local to 

the block in which they are defmed and 
Ndefme declarations are global to the source 
file in which they appear, applying to all 
source code physically following them in the 
same compilation. 
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and not equivalent to 

int •i. j. k; 

as implied by the Ndefine declaration. 

Following are some examples of the use of 
typedef declarations, as taken from actual 
.programs. 

From a Tic-Tac-Toe .program: 

typedef SIJUCt 
( 
int value;/" The move returned by the •1 
int path; /" alphabeta consists of a value •1 

) MOVE; 1• and an actual move (path) •1 

/" Alphabeta: takes a board •1 
MOVE alphabeta(board. whosemove. alpha. 
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beta) 
int board[); /" whose move, alpha&beta 
cutoffs. •1 
int whosemove; f• and returns a move to 

make and •1  
int alpha; t• the value that the move has'"/ 
int beta; 
( 

MOVE result, successor; 
int best_score, i, best_path. madcmove; 

main()/'" The actual game •1 
I 
int i. board(9); 
char ch; 
MOVE ourmove; 
I 

From the Dluystone .program: 

ty.pedef enum 

I 

ldentl, ldent2. ldent3. ldent4. ldent5 

Enumeration; 

struct Record 

struct Record •PtrComp; 
Enumeration Discr; 
Enumeration EnumComp; 
OneToFifty lntComp; 
char StringComp(30); 

) ; 

ty.pedef struct Record • RecordPtr; 
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typedef suuct Record RecordType: 

Record.Ptr Pu<llb; 
Record.Ptr PuGibNext; 

PtrGibNext = 
(RecordPtr )ma.lloc(sizcof(Rccord'Type)); 
PtrGib= 
(RecordPtr)malloc(sizcof(Rccord'Type)); 
PtrGib->PuComp • PtrOibNext; 
PtrGII>->Discr • I dent I; 
PtrGib->EnumComp = ldenl3; 
PtrGlb->lntComp = 40; 
strcpy(PtrOib->StringComp, "DH R YSTONE 
PROORAM"): 

Is the following sequence of recursive typedef 
declarations legal with respect to either the 
original K & R definition of the C language or 

with respect to the new ANSI standard for the 
C language? 

typedef char byte; 
typedef unsigned byte u_byte; 

The answer is apparently n.egative in both 
cases. despite the fact that some cWTent 
compilers attempt to accept such syntaX. 

One argument against it is that the following 
sequence is not clearly defined by either 
standard: 

typedef int (•pfiX): 
typedef unsigned pfi upfi; 

and because of this ambiguity, it is or should 
be explicitly non-syntactical. 

As a further argument, the following sequence 
of typedef declarations is ambiguous, invalid, 
or both: 

typedef char CHAR; 
typedef unsigned char UCHAR; 
typedef signed char SCHAR: 

typedef unsigned CHAR Char 
typedef unsigned UCHAR UnsignChat; 
typedef unsigned SCHAR SignChar; 

If all of the last three typedefs above are not 
illegal, which are legal and which are illegal? 

It might be much easier on a compiler to use 
the same representation for CHAR and 
SCHAR on a signed char machine, and the 
same representation for CHAR and UCHAR 
on an unsigned char implemenwion. 

The original set of typedefs could be restated 
as follows: 
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typedef signed char byte; 
typedef unsigned char ubyte; 
typedef char utiny; 

As to whether an ANSI-compliant C compiler 
should issue syntaX errors on such ambiguous 
declarations, the ANSI C standards 
committee's response would probably be "that 
is a quality of implementation issue". 

Thus, a C compiler which correctly compi.les 
conforming source but docs something 
biUUTe, such as emitting bad code, for non
conforming source could still be called an 
ANSI-compliant C compiler. Despite the best 
efforts of the standards commi'uee, there will 
always be ambiguous aspects of the C 
language which will be processed differently 
by various C compilers. 

COMPILER-COMPILERS 

Bob Knighten, of Encore Computer Corpora

tion. 257 Cedar Hill Street, Mulborough. 
Maine 02172, (508-460-0500 ext. 2626), 
provided the following comments about 
production compiler-compilers. 

My f11st was the SoiTech ALS Ada co mpiler 
for the Vv.. 1 worked on this towards the end 
of the implementation phase. This was a 
fairly direct implementation of the technique 
described in Glanville's thesis. Graham was 
actually a consultant during the early design 
stages for this compile.r. Glanville didn't 
really address global optimization/regis ter 
allocation issues and the ALS compiler dealt 
with this by doing on-the-fly register 
allocation based on lifetime information 
produced by the global optimizer which 
worked on a largely machine independent 
expanded DIANA tree. 

The parser generator was written by a 
SoiTech engineer. It was written in Ada. the 
parsers were i.n Ada and the parser tables were 
Ada aggregates. A minor but important 
change in the language accepted by the parser 
(compared to Glanville's design) was to factor 
addressing modes. This was crucial to 
bringing the size of the parse tables for the 
VAX down to merely LARGE. 

This compiler was retargeted to various of the 
Intel microchips (8086, 80286. 7) and to a 
navy computer (AN/UYK-?). The local code 
gen.eration was acoeptable, but for the VAX 
and AN/UYK the code quality was poor. The 
reason for this was that the register manage· 
ment scheme really did not work at11ll well. 
The code quality for the Intel machines was 
fairly good. This was panty because register 
management is just not very important and 
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partly because more tuning was done on the 
compilers. 

The SoiTcch code generator was redesigned 
(by a group headed by me and a colleague) for 
the N'JT/DTPS machine. This is a variation 
on the lBM 370 architecture. Instead of using 
the straight LR approach of Graham and 
Glanville, we went to an affix grammar 
approach. This is similar too, but not the 
same as Ganapathi's approach. For this we 
contracted with Meta Ware to modify their 
TWS to produce an affix grammar parser. 
The actual language used is described in the 
Meta Ware TWS manual (such as it is). It 
shows a notable Ada influence. Again the 
parser tables arc Ada aggregates, and the 
parser skeleton is written in Ada. 

We also changed a number of aspects of the 
code generation/register allocation process. 
The machine description used was not for the 
actual machine, but rather for a similar vinual 
machine having all three operand instructions 
and an inftnite supply of all types of registers. 
(In contrast to the ffiM machine. the DIPS has 
separate arithmetic and address registers.) 
Following code generation, we then do now 
artalysis, replacement of three operand 
instructions by two operand instructions and 
register binding using a register coloring 
approach. 

I left SoiTech before the implementation was 
complete, but I've been assured by friends 
who are still there that the quality of code 
generated is quite good. We actually had a 
contractual commitment to produce code 
within some fixed percentage of the execution 
speed of the best hand assembled code for a 
set of benchmarks and we met that goal. 

All of these compilers are quite slow. This 
was primarily because the front end and 
global optimizer are slow, but this just 
allowed the code generator to slip by. These 
are slow code generators. but this seems to be 
a reflection that speed was not important 
rather than an inability to be fast. 

The most recent CCC based compiler I was 
involved with is the Retargetable Back End at 
Prime Computer. Aspects of that project are 
discussed in two recent papers: 

Prescott K. Turner, "Up-down parsing with 
prefix grammars", SIGPLAN Notices, Vol. 21 
No 12 (Dec. 1986) pp. 167-174 

David Spector and Prescott K. Turner. 
"Limitations of Graham-Gianville style code 
generation", SIGPLAN Notices, Vol. 22 No. 2 
(Feb. 1987) pp. 100-108 
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The major change here was lhat Scou Turner 
came up wilh a different parsing melhod. I'm 
told lhat Weisgerber and Wilhelm at the 
Universitat des Saarlandes have devised a 
similar tree matching eode generator. 

Two compilers were built at Prime using lhis 
technique for code generation. They were 
used internally, but never released due to a 
change in corporate plans. The speed was not 
good and lhe code quality was poor. Again 
lhe local code quality was quite good, but 
nolhing was done talce advantage of global 
information. In particular lhe problem of inte
grating register mlll}llgement well had not 
beeilf51v@ when lhe project was cancelled. 

The lntermetries AlE Ada compiler as being 
based on PQCC technology. Most of the 
recent lntermetrics compilers have been 
inspired by lhe PQCC project and lhe Ada 
compiler came much closer 1.0 using lhe full 
PQCC approach, but it's probably too strong 
to say it was based on the PQCC technology. 

This also illustrates why the term "Code 
generator generator" is ill-advised. The 
original hope of lhe PQCC project was to 
largely automate the production of compilers 
using as input language and machine 
specifications. At lntermetrics a large suite of 
tools have been built to help automate the 
building of compilers, but lhe process has not 
gotten terribly much faster or cheaper. 
Similarly at SofTech, the reason for going 
with lhe Graham-Gianville technique was to 
produce retargetable compilers. But the 
process of retargetting lhese compilers has not 
proved particularly easier lhan building hand 
crafted code generators from well-defined 
specifications. The reason for this is that local 
code selection - lhe part lhat can be done by 
parsing. tree matching, what have you - is not 
lhe hardest part of code generation. so there 
remains a substantial hand crafied part. 

There are other production compilers based on 
COGs: 

Rodney Farrow, "Experience with an attribute 
grammar-based compiler" SIGPLAN Notices, 
1982 

This is a report on Intel's Pascal-86 compiler. 

Hans-Stephan Jansohn, Rudolf Landwehr. 
Jochen Hayek and Michael Thamer, "'Generat
ing MC68000 code for Ada", SlGPC Notes, 
Vol. 6 No.2 (1983) pp. 81-87 (1983 ACM 
Conference on Personal and Small Comput
ers) 
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This is a discussion of lhe University of 
Karlsruhe Ada compiler which is based on lhe 
GAG (Generator based on Attribute Gram
mars) and CGSS (Code Generator Synthesis 
System). At least the VAX version of this 
compiler is available from a small German 
company, Systeam A.G. 

John Yat.es and Roben Schwartz. "Dynamic 
programming and industrial-strenglh 
instruction selection: Code generation by 
tiring, but not exhaustive, search", SIGPLAN 
Notices, Vol 23 No. I 0 (October 1988) pp. 
131-140 

This describes lhe new code generators being 
used in the Apollo compiler for their new 
RISC machines. It is based on bouom-up tree 

matching and was implemented using LEX. 
Y ACC and C code. 

· 

Finally I mention lhat COMPASS has an 
automated code generator production system 
(PEARL?) based on a lexical analysis tech
nique. This is discussed in a COMPASS 
technical report by Kalhleen Knobe and Joan 
Lukas. 

Based on my experience, bolh direct and 
indirect, I've come 1.0 feel that the value of 
machine generated code generators (or. more 
likely. machine generated code selectors) is in 
providing a framework for generating AND 
MAl NT AINlNG many different compilers. 
And !his not because making one new 
compiler is much faster thls way lhan in a less 
automated fashion, but because this enforces a 
discipline and uniformity which is very hard 
to achieve wilhout automation. 

C PROBLEM 

A reader submitted the following problem. 

Given a file named tab.dnt like !he following: 

I II 16 88 22 2010 
0 II 16 88 22 23 21 
1 II I 6 88 22 23 30 
0 II 16 88 22 23 39 

When I do lhe following: 

cc -g filename.c 
sdb 

I get a "doscan.c no such file or directory" 
error from sdb. 
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This snippet of code works when 1 read 
character 
values from the file 

(ie: fscanf(fp, "%s %s %s %s %s %s %s", 

cl .c2, c3,c4,c5 ,c6,c7) 

but it does not work when l try 1.0 read integer 
values from !he file wilh the fscartf in lhe 
code. 

Any ideas why valid integers from a file can't 
be 
read as integers but can be read as char 
strings? 

., 

II include <stdio.h> 

main() 

I 

FILE *fp; 
char a£80); 
inti; 
int q; 
int r; 
int s; 
intt; 
int u; 
int v; 

fp = fopenC'tab.dat", "r"); 
for (i = 0; (i < 3); ++i); 

I 

fscanf(fp, "%s %d %d %d %d %d %<1", 

a, q, r, s, t, u, v); 

printf("%s %d %d %d %d %d %d\n", 

a, q. r. s, t, u, v); 

There are at least two errors in lhis program. 

The first should be obvious from lhe com
ments. but the second is more subtle. 

Since lhe scanf family of functions must 
return values, its arguments must be ad
dresses. not values. This is why char string 
arguments work correctly in the program 
above, but integer arguments do not work. 
The fscanf function should have been coded 
as !he following: 

fscanf(fp, "%s %d %d %d %d %d %<1", 
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a, &q. &r. &:s, 8u. &:u, clv); lflg++, arqv++, arqc:-; 

However, when this problem is correc:led. the program runs and does if (U'9C !• 3) 
not encounter an address error, but only reads and outputs the r�rst line 

of the input file. narq (prog) ; 

The problem is the extra semicolon at the end of the for statement. if (! ( filel - fopen (arg - arqv [ 11 , BINARY))) 

which c1115es the null al.ltement between the close parenthesis and the 

semicolon to be e.xecuted lhRe times. but the IJcanf-printf group to be barg (prog); 
executed only once. Thus, this sl.lternent should be reswed u follows: 

for (i = 0; (i < 3); ++i) 

EXAMPLE C PROGRAM 

Following is this month's example C program; it compares two files. 

I include 
tin elude 

<stdio.h> 
<ctype.h> 

tifdef IBMPC 

fdefine BINARY 

tendif 
tifdef SKDOS 

tdefine BINARY 

tendif 
tifndef BINARY 

tdefine BINARY 

lendif 

FILE *filel; 
FILE *file2; 
char •arg; 
char *proq; 
int base; 
wt cl; 
1nt c2; 
int eflg; 
1nt lflg - 1; 

long chr; 
long line - 1; 

long skipl; 
long sltip2; 
long v; 

"rb" 

"rb" 

"r" 

main (argc, arqv) 
int arqc; 
char **arqv; 

( 

proq • arqv[O); 
if (argc < 3) 

narg (proq); 

arq- arqv[l); 
if ((arq[O)-- '- ' ) U (arg[l) -- 's')) 

lflq-, arqv++, arqc:-; 

arq- arqv[l); 
if ((arq[O)- '-')" (arq[l)-- '1')) 

if (!(file2 • fopen(arq • arqv{2), BINARY))) 

barg(prog); 
. 

if (argc > 3) 

skipl- otoi(arqv[3)); 

if (arqc > 4) 

skip2 • otoi(arqv[4)); 

while (sltipl) 

( 

if ( (cl - qetc (filel) ) - EOF) 

arq • arqv[l), earg(prog); 
skipl-; 

while (skip2) 
I 

if ((c2 • getc(file2)) -- EOF) 

arg- arqv[2), earg(proq); 

skip2-; 

for 

( 

chr++; 
if l(cl • getc(filel)) -- (c2 • qetc(file2))) 
I 

if (cl - '\n') 

line++; 

if (cl •• EOF) 

exit (! !eflg); 

else 

I 

if (!lflg) 
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exit (ll; 

if (cl - EOF) 

arg • argv[l), earg(prog); 

if (c2 - EOF) 

earg (prog); 

if (lflg - 1) 

( 

print! ("\a h differ: char Ud, line Ud\n", 

argv(l), arg, chr, line); 

exit (1); 

eflg • 1; 
printf("\6ld \3o \3o\n", chr, c1, c2); 

otoi(s) 

char •s; 
( 

base • 10 - ((•s-- '0') << 1); 

for (v • 0; iadigit(•s); 

v • (v • base) + (*a++- '0')); 

return (v); 

narg(s) 

char •a; 

fprintf (stderr, "usage: h [-1) [-a) filel", a); 

fprintf (stderr, " file2 [skipl) [skip2] \n"l; 

exit (2); 

barg(s) 

char •s; 

( 

if (lflg) 

fprintf(stderr, "\s: can't open \s\n", s, arg); 

exit(2); 

earg (s) 

char •s; 

fprintf(stderr, "\s: EOF on \s\n", s, arg); 
exit (1); 

+++ 
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ARE UNIX AND OS-9 

COMPATIBLE? 

[]Glenn Wood. Senior Programmer 

rascience 
StmLL, YES! 

Division of Gibbs Laboratories. Inc. 
/melle. II 

The rate at which lhe Bourne shell 
(Steven R. Bourne) has gained in popu
larity and migrated from UNIX. where it 
is lhe "standard" shell, to olher operat
ing systems testifies to its usefulness. 
Unlike many shells, which simply exe
cute commands sequentially. lhe Bourne 
shell is a complete command program
mmg language. It provides the sophisti
cation necessary for linking complex and 
diverse programs. perhaps wriucn in 
different languages. into smoothly inte
grated software systems with features 
not necessarily present in the individual 
components. Yct,thc basics arc so easily 
mastered that it makes an extremely 
friendly programming interface for any 
computer. Ultrascicncc offers the 
Bourne shell as a significant enhance
ment to t11c already rich command set of 
the OS-9 operating system. The UhrJS
ciencc implementation of the Bourne 
shell for OS-9 is called lhc "SIR Shell". 
Since both lhe Bourne shell and the SIR 
Shell have the same features. I will refer 
to lhcm togclhcr simply as lhe "shell". 

Programmers. familiar with shells, 
may ask why Ullt'ascicnce chose the 
shell and not the slightly more advanced 
''Kom shell" (David Kom) or "C shell'' 
(Bill Joy). C shell is known for its inter
active features and the Kom shell com
bines lhc interactive features of the C 

shell wilh greater efficiency. The decision 
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was based on popularity. Because so 
many more people know and usc the 
shell, it represents a beucr value. The 
larger market base translates LO bencr 
suppon, greater availability of applica
tions and qualified programmers, and 
lower purchase price. Most users will 
find the shell to be one of the most useful 
and cost-effective pieces of software 

they can install on their systems. 

... one of the 
most useful and 
cost-effective 
pieces of 
software they 
can Install on 
their systems. 

I can't do justice to lhe power of the 
shell in a few pages; however, a brief 
review of the highlights should be of 
interest to anyone who is not already 
familiar with iL There arc many excel
lent teXIS which describe me USC of the 
shell in detail•.l.l.• and technical articles 
abound. The main features of the shell 
can be grouped as follows: 

Jan./Feb. '90 

• Script Files and Parameters 
• Variables 
• lllock-structured Command 

language 

• Command substitution 
• Wild-carding 
• Piping and redirection 
• Miscellaneous 

SCRIPT FILES AND 

PARAMETERS 

The OS-9 command to invoke me 
shell is "srshell". It can be invoked LO 

execute a single shell command t11en 
exit back to lhe OS-9 shell when it has 
completed iLs specified task, "srshell" 
task", or it can be started so that it 
remains active, "srshell", executing all 
the user's commands unlillhe user quits 
with an escape. When lhe shell remains 
active, it will process sequences of shell 
statements entered from a user's key
board, or it can process previously cre
ated ''script files". As lheir name im
plies. script files are scripts for a se
quence of shell statements, and they can 
be created using any text editOr. Any 
OS-9 command or shell command (sec 
Table I) can be used fr001 within the 
shell. Since the shell is a superset oflhc 
OS-9 shell, it can be installed in place of 
the OS-9 shell. 
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Table l - Shell Commands 

No effect: lhc command docs nolhing and returns zero exit status . 

Read and execute commands from file and return. The search palh SPATH is 
used to find the directory containing file. 

break (n) 
Exit from the enclosing for or while loop. if any. If n is spec ified then break 
n levels. 

continue [n) 
Resume lhe next iteration of the enclosing for or while loop. If n is specified 
lhen resume at the nth enclosing loop. 

cd (arg] Change the current directory to arg. The shell parameter SHOME is the default 
arg. Also, the shell variable CDPATH is used lO search for directories 
containing arg. This is fully described in section 4.1.4. 

echo [arg ... ) 
Echo arguments. See the echo command. 

eva! [arg ... ] 

exit (n] 

The arguments arc read as input to the shell and the resulting command(s) 
executed. 

Causes the shell to exit with exit status n. If n is omiued then the exit status 
is that of the last command executed. (An end-of-file will also exit from the 
shell.) 

export [variable ... ) 
The given variables arc marked for automatic export lO the environment of 
subsequently executed commands. If no arguments are given then the exported 
variable names arc listed. 

read [variable ... ] 
One line is read from the standard input: successive words of the input are 
assigned to the variables in order; any remaining words arc assigned to the last 
variable. The return code is 0 unless an end-of-file is encounte.red. 

readonly[varlable ... ) 
The value of the given variables may not be changed by subsequent assign
ment. If no arguments are given then a list of all readonly variables is printed. 

return [n) 
Causes a function tp exit with the return value specified by n. If n is omitted, 
the return status is that of the last command executed. 

set [-uefhkntuvx(arg ... ]) 
-a Mark variables which arc modified or created for export. 
-e lf non-interactive then exit immediately if a command fails. 
- f  Disable file name generation. 
-h Locate and remember function commands as functions arc defmed. 
-k All keyword arguments arc placed in the environment for a command. 

not only those that precede the command name. 

-n Read commands but do not execute them. 
-1 Exit after reading and executing one command. 
-u Treat unset variables as an error when substituting. 
-v Print shell input lines as they are read. 
-x Print commands and their arguments as they are read. 

Tum off the -x and .v options. 
Using + rather than - causes these flags to be turned off. These nags can also 
be used on invocation of the shell. The setting of nags may be found in S-. 
Remaining arguments to the set command are assigned. in order, to $1. $2. ... 
If no arguments are given then the values of all names are printed. 

Table 1 continued on next page 
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Script fLies can accept parameters, just 
as any program would. One class of para
meters, called "positional parameters", 
are passed by listing Lhem after the name 
of Lhe script file. 

myjob abc lm wxyz ..... 

Within the script file, positional para
meters are designated as $1, $2, $3, ... 
(see Table 2). The script positional para
meters will be replaced by the argu
ments in the order Lhey were issued: $1 
is replaced by "abc", $2 is replaced by 
"lm", et.c. SO is a special parameter 
which is replaced by the name of the 
script file, "myjob". 

Positional parameters, excluding $0, 
can also be set by using Lhe set command 
from wil.hin a script file. The output 
from set will be fed, sequentially, into 
the positional paramters until they are 

used up. Thus. "sct •" (see Table 1} will 
replace $1 with the first file name in a 
directory, $2 wil.h the second file name, 
and so on. 

VARIABLES 

The parameters concept is extended 
in the shell to a general purpose system 
of variables (see Table 2). Any word 
preceeded by a $ is interpreted by Lhe 
shell as a variable and Lhe current value 
of Lhat variable is substituted in its place. 
The value of a variable may be set by a 
simple assignment statement within a 
shell sequence, or it may be passed to a 
script file as a parameter by equating it 
on the script command line, prior to the 
script name. 

name=Gienn my job abc lm wxyz ... 

The shell wiiJ replace $name wil.h 
Glenn whenever it occurs, unless Lhe 
value of the variable is changed as the 
shell sequence precedes. 

Variables are very useful for tracking 
and controlling Lhe operation of the 
computer. In the shell. variables may be 

equated by literal assignment, by pa
rameter assignment, by defauh assign
ment, or as aril.hmetic or string calcula
tions based on other variables (see Table 

4). 
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Table 1 - Shell Commands (cont.) 
sbll't [n) 

The positional parameters from Sn+ I ... are renamed S I ... If n is not given, it is 
assumed to be I . 

test 
Evaluate conditional expressions. See the test command. 

trap (argJ(nJ ... 
arg is a command to be read and executed when the shell receives signal(s) n. arg 
is evaluated once when the trap is set and once when the ttap is taken. Trap 
commands are executed in order of signal number. Any attempt to set a ttap on 
a signal that was ignored on en tty to the current shell is ineffective. An attempt 
to trap on signal )](memory fault) produces an error. If arg is absent then all 
trap(s) n are reset to their original values. U arg is the null string then this signal 
is ignored by the shell and by invoked commands. If n is 0 then the command arg 
is executed on exit from the shell. Trap with no arguments print.s a list of com
mands associated with each signal number. 

unset (variable ... ( 
For each variable, remove the corresponding variable or function. The variables 
PATH, PSI. PS2. and IFS cannot be WlSct. 

walt [n( 
Wait for the specified process IUld report its termination status. If n is not given 
then all currently active child processes are waited for. The return code from this 
command is that of the process waited for. 

Table 2- Shell Variables 

$? The exit status (return code) of 
the last command executed as a 

decimal stting. 

$0 The name of the command pro
cedure being executed. 

$# The number of positional para
meters (in decimal). 

$$ The process number of this shell 
(in decimal). 

$! The process number of the last 
process run in the background 
(in decimal). 

S· The current shell nags. such as 
-x and .v. 

$HOME 
The default argument for the cd 
command. 

SCDPATH 
The list of directories that is 
searched by the cd command. 

SPATH A list of directories that contain 
commands (the search path). 

$PS 1 The primary shell prompt string, 

by default, S. 
$PS2 The shell prompts with SPS2 

when further input is needed, by 
default,>. 

$1FS The set of characters used for 
blank inte.rpretation. 
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• name=Gienn 
• bestname=Sname 

nextparm=$2 
• bestname=S{name-$1} 
• total='expr $total + $amount' 

The "command substitution" feature (see 
below) even allows the SLandard output 
text of a program to be assigned to a 
variable. 

Variables can be tested and compared 
(see Table 5). 

• if I $total -ge 100 I then ... else . 
. .  fi 

• if I $best name != '"' I then ... 
elif .. . fi 

• while I $count -ne 0 I do . .. 
done 

Variables also can be passed as a pa
rameter LO programs or other script files. 

• echo $bestname 
• dir $1 $2$3 
• compile $progl $prog2 

Jen./Feb. '90 

BLOCK STRUCTURED 

COMMAND LANGUAGE 

The shell command language is 
"block-structured" which means that 
the commands are composed of blocks of 
statements. Any block of statements can 
be considered as a single statement, so 
blocks can be composed of smaller 
blocks. Each block is structured in one of 

the following fonns: 

• A simple command 
• FOR .. DO .. DONE 
• FOR . .IN .. DO .. DONE 
• WHlLE .. DO .. DONE 
• UNTlL .. DO .. DONE 
• CASE .. casel..case2 .. ESAC 
• lF .. THEN .. ELSE .. FI 
• IF .. THEN .. ELIF .. FI 

These programming constructs can be 
controlled by means of the results of 
programs (their 'exit' codes), the values 
of variables and parameters, and the at
tributes and ages of files. In fact, by 
utilizing "command substitution" (sec 
below), the standard output text of a 
program can be used LO direct subsequent 
operations! 

WILDCARDING 

Wildcarding is a familiar part of 
OS-9. It allows the naming of several 
files by means of a single wild-card 
specification. However, the shell pro
vides more powerful wildcarding fea
tures, such as single character matches LO 

a range of characters and the selection of 
files that do NQLmatch the wild-card 

specification. 
• cat• 

• labclxyz 

any file name that 
starts with "cat" 
any file name begin
ning with "a", "b" 
or "c" (upper or 
lower case) and end
ing in "xyz". 
any file name begin
ning with a digit. 
any file name NOT 
beginning with a 
digit. 
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Table3 

• 

Special Shell Characters 
wildcard match to string . 

'! 

II 

1·1 

& 

() 
\ 

j I 

wildcard match to character. 
wildcard match to any one of a set 

of characters. 
wildcard match to sequences of 
characters. 
places commands in background 
mode. leaving the termin11l free for 
other tasks 
separates multiple commands on 
one command line for sequential 
processing 
groups commands for execution 
turns off the meaning of special 
characters such as •, ?, ( ), &, ;, >. <, 

and I. 
single quotes turn off the delimit
ing meaning of a space and the 
special meaning of all special char
acters 
double quotes tum orr the delimit
ing meaning of a space and the 
special meaning of all special char
acters except S and • 

l> or > 

redirects output of a command into 
a file (replaces existing contents) 

2> redirects error output of a com
mand into a file (replaces existing 
contents) 

< redirects input for a command to 
come from a file 

>> redirects output of a command to be 
added to the end of an existing file 

<< here document 

• •  

$ 

# 

creates a pipe of the output of one 
command to the input of another 
command 
grave accents allow the output of a 
command to be used directly as ar
guments on a command line 
used with positional parameters 
and user-defined variables 
comment follows a command to be 
added to the end of an existing file 

COMMAND SUBSTITUTION 

I have already mentioned command 
substitution several times. It permits the 
standard output from any command to be 
used as input to shell sequence variables. 
A command, or string of commands, 

placed between grave accents (back
quotes) causes the command output to be 
treated just as if it were a variable. In the 
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following example, the output of the 
setime program is assigned to the 
"time" variable, so that the echo com
mand would issue "October 9, 1989 
Monday 8:05:11 pm". 

time='setime -s' 

echo $time 

PIPING AND REDIRECTION 

The shell provides all lhe conven
tional piping and redirection features 
present in OS-9, so that program input 
and output can be divened to or from 
standard 1/0 or between programs (see 
Table 3). 

' 

MISCELLANEOUS 

The shell provides for error and fault 
handling (see "trap" Table 1), as well 
as lhe debugging of script files (see "set 
-v" and "set -x" Table 1}. 

PULLING IT ALL 

TOGETHER 

The following is a useful illustration 
of how a number of lhe shell features tie 
together into a practical, powerful pro
gramming tool. It is a simple script file 
that compiles C programs, sending the 
compile repon to a disk file, and then, 

only if each compilation was successful, 
links lhe programs together. 

#SCRIPT FILE 'ccc' 
failed::() 
for source 

do 

done 

if cc S{source}.c -sr 
then 

failed=l 
fi 

if [ $failed ·e<J 0 1 
then 

link_prog 
fi 

#end of script 'ccc' 

My programs arc usually made up of 
more than one module. In the course of 

debugging them. I may change several 
modules at once, then compile and link 
them together. This script file allows this 
to be done with a single command: 

CCC fl f2 f3 >err 
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By redirecting the output from the 
script file with the ">err" terrn, any 
compilation errors will be placed in a file 
named "err", which I can read later. I 
could add an &. to the end of this com
mand, which would put the whole script 
file execution imo background. Then, I 
could continue work from my terrninal 
on some other problem while the "coc" 
script is being executed. 

In this sample script file, the "for" 
command causes each module name (fl,  
f2 and f3) to be assigned in tum to the 
variable "source". The "if cc ..... " 
command line compiles each source and 
tests the result at the same time. If any 
one of the compilations fails, "failed" is 
set to I: no computer time, or program
mer time, is wasted linking bad modules 
together. If all compilations succeed, 
then another script file, "link_prog". 
will be executed to link a.ll modules to
gether. 

Someone may be thinking, "the OS-9 
cc compiler can compile several pro
grams at once, why bother." The OS-9 
cc compiler will abon all subsequent 
compilations if any one fails; I prefer to 
see all of my errors at once, and fu them 

all at once. By composing this simple 
script file, I can make the cc compilet 
behave the way I want it to, simplifying 
my work and increasing my productiv
ity. I use the shell to pcrforrn all manner 
of housekeeping tasks and preparation of 
serialized software releases: life before 
the shell was ..... , a lot harder. 

1 Stephen R. Boumc. TilE UNfX SYSTEM V 

ENVIRONMENT, Menlo Park, CA, Addison 
Wesley Publishing Company. 1987 (lSBN 0-201· 
18484·1) 

' Mark G. Sobcll, A PRACTICALGU/DETO 

UNfX SYSTEM V, Menlo Parte. CA. The 
Benjamin/Cummings Publishing Company, INC., 
198S (ISBN 0-80SJ.891S-6) 

' AT&T. UNfX SYSTEM V, RtleMeJ.l, Engle· 
wood Oiffs, NJ. Prentice-llall.lnc • • 1989 (ISBN 
0·13-944133·6) 

' Kaare Ouisuan, THE UNfX OPERATING 

SYSTEM, New York, NY. John Wiley & Sons, 
1988 (ISBN 0-471-84781-X) 
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Table 4 
expr - evaluate arguments as an expression 

expr arg ... 
The arguments arc taken as an expression. After evalu
ation, the result is written on the standard ourput. Terms 
of the expression must be separated by blanks. Note that 
0 is rerumed to indicate a zero value. rather than a null 
string. Strings containing blanks or other special char
acters should be quoted. Integer-valued arguments may 
be preceded by a unary minus sign. Internally, integers 
are treated as 32-bit. 2's complement numbers. 
The operators and keywords are listed below. The list is 
in order of increasing precedence, with equal precc· 
dence operators grouped within I I symbols. 

cxpr I expr 
Rerum the first cxpr if it is neither null nor 0; otherwise 
return the second expr. 

expr & cxpr 
Rerum the fust expr if neither expr is null or 0; other
wise return 0. 

expr I=. >. >=. <. <=. I=) expr 
Rerum th.e result of an integer comparison if both argu
ments are integers: otherwise rerum the result of a 
lexical comparison . 

expr (+. -) expr 
Addition or subtraction of integer-valued arguments. 

expr (•./. %) expr 
Multiplication, division, or remainder of the integer
valued arguments. 

expr: expr 
The mat.ching opera1or : compares the fust argument 
with the second argument which must be a regular ex
pression. Regular expression syntax is the same as that 
of ed(l ), except that all patterns are anchored at the be
ginning of the string. Therefore. " is not a special 
character in that context. Normally. the matching op
erator returns the number of characters matched (0 on 
failwe). Alternatively. the ( ... ) pauem symbols can be 
used to return a portion of the first argument. 

UNIX is a trademark o( ATclT Bell Laboratories 

OS-9 u a trademark of Microwan: Systems Corp. 

SIR is a U'lldc:marlt of Ultra science:, a division of 
Gabbs Laboratories, Inc. 
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TableS 
test - condition evaluation command 

I 

test expr 
Test evaluates the expression cxpr and, if its value is 
true, returns a zero exit status; otherwise, a non-zero 
(false) exit status is returned; test also returns a non
zero exit status if there are no arguments. The follow
ing primitives are used to construct expr: 

-r file 
-w file 
-x file 
-f file 
-d file 
-p file 
-k file 
-s file 

-t (tildes) 

.z s l  
- n  sl 
sl = s2 
sl != s2 
s l  
nl -eq n2 

True if file exists and is readable. 
True if file exists and is writable. 
True if file exists and is executable. 
True if file exists and is a regular file. 
True if file exists and is a directory. 
True if file exists and is a named pipe (fifo). 
True if file exists and its sticky bit is set. 
•True if file exists and has a size greater than 
u:ro. 
True if the open file whose file descriptor 
number is tildes (I by default) is associated 
with a terminal device. 
True if the length of the string sl is zero. 
True if the length of the string sl is non-zero. 
True if strings s I and s2 arc identical. 
True if strings s I and s2 arc not identical. 
True if s 1 is not the null string. 
True if the integers nl nnd n2 arc algebraically 
equal. Any of the comparisons -ne. -gl, -ge . .  Jt. 
nnd -le may be used in place of -eq. 

These primaries may be combined with the following 
operators: 

Not. 
-· And. 
-0 Or. 
(cxpr) Parentheses arc for grouping. 

All the operators and Oags are separate arguments to 
test. 

i\'1:'/:'D TO h'.\'0 l\. 68 MICRO 
JOURNAL
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GRAB YOUR OS-9 

By : Jan Johansen. President 

Johansen & Associates 

Park Ridge. IL. 60068 

OS-9 does not want for praise. 
but It has not yet been equipped 
with sophisticated desktop pub· 
Llshlng tools like Ventura or Page
Maker. or even simple page layout 
features like those found In Word 
Perfect 5.0 or Microsoft Word. 
When an OS-9 applications pro
grammer wants a professional 
looking manual. we take the 
ASCII output from his OS-9 word 
processing programs and feed It 
Into personal computer desktop 
publishing software. The results 
have been pleasing and. judging 
from our repeat business. effec
tive. We have resources for trans
lating text Into all the major lan
guages. and we employ graphic 
design experts who know how to 
create dramatic formats and use a 
variety of graphics packages to 
embellish a document with excit
Ing "clip-art". However. until re· 
cenUy. our style was a bit 
cramped by the fact that we had 
no convenient way to create 
screen-grabs from our clients' 
OS-9 applications. 

Anyone who has ever used an 
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applications manual knows just 
how helpful the Image of an actual 
application screen can be. A pic
ture is worth a thousand. other
wise possibly tedious. words. In 
our expertence.lt takes much less 
lime to wrtte a software manual 
which contains screen-grabs. 
and the associated products are 
much easter to sell. 

Anyone who h•• 
everuud•n 
appllc.tlon• 
manu•l knows 
Ju•t how helpful 
an lm•g• of the 
actual scrHn 
c.nbe. 

Now there Is a solution! Ul
trasctence has created a 68K 
coprocessor board. the PC68K 1. 

which runs OS-9 Inside virtually 
any IBM-style personal com
puter'. The board was designed to 
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provide a cost-effective multi· 
user environment for personal 
computers. but we are recom
mending It to our OS-9 based 
clients as a low-cost way to obtain 
screen-grabs for their manuals. 
The cost savings on the first 
manual usually washes out the 
cost of the PC68K 1 (suggested list 
under $2000.00). 

The PC68K 1 and OS-9 Install 
In minutes. OS-9 runs concur
rent with DOS and the monitor 
can be hot-keyed back and forth 
between the two operating sys
tems. First. we boot OS-91n mem
ory resident mode. Then. we start 
HOTSHOT (thJs sequence Is Im
portant In order to avoid an error). 
HOTSHOT (suggested Ust prtce 
$249.()()2) permits the user to 
select a "hot key" to save the 
Image of any monitor screen to 
disk. As an OS-9 application 
runs. the operator simply enters 
the screen-grab hot key when he 
wants to record a screen. HOT· 
SHOT wtll prompt for a path and 
file name. and the screen Is re
corded to dJsk · It's that simple. 
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Using Ventura. we can blend 
our clients' OS-9 screen-grabs 
Into their manuals. We can also 
edit the screen-grabs. maintain
Ing the appearance of almost any 
font or graphics. This editing abil
Ity is particularly useful for 
"blanking" serial numbers or 
combining the effect of sequenc
ing through several fields on a 
screen Into a single grab. 

The combination of running 
OS-9 on a PC and using HOT
SHOT to produce and edit valu
able screen visuals has certainly 
streamlined our documentation 
process and. more Importantly. 
has made the final result much 
more eiTective. If you have any 
questions. please feel free to call 
or write us at 910 Busse Hwy .. 
Park Ridge. IL 60068. phone: 
312/698-9471. fax: 312/825-
2737. 

�lp IMo ...... � ..... ����������--������� 
==> AUTOHELP- �velreslore help line 1t bolto" of screen <toggle> 

BEEP - set error beeper on/off <toggle) 
BOLD - I ns:erl or rllf!Ove bo ld.f1ce for 1n llllfl 
BORD£11 - re�velreslore the border of the current ulndou <toggle> 
CHANGE-TYPE - change current file t� to text or d�t <toggle> 
CLOSE - close lhe current uiMou or Its footnote uiMou 
comAttDS - description of co�Nnds used In project flies 
CI»>PUTE - COIIJIUte I 5WI or foMJla 
CONFIDENCE - chan,e level of confidence 
COPY - COJII:I il line, uord, senlence, p�rlgr..ph, block or I'IINlnder 
DELETE - delete a Hne, uol'd, sentence, paragraph, block or l'ftlllndrr 
DJCTJOttARY - check spelling, Minl1in dlclion1rhrs or set options 
DIRECTORY- lists the flies on 1 disk drive or dlrecto� 
DISPLAY - alter dlspla� �de to blackluhlte, color or graphics 
DRAU - dr1u bo•es, lines or grl4s In graphics fonl 
EXECUTE - execute 1 project file 
FILE - COJII:I, erase or m����e a flle: change the default data path 
FIHD - search for an i lllfl of tot 
Foti'T - select font for neu IteMs or chlnge font for IXlrling lt.Ms: 

Fl �lp for lopic FZ Print help F18 Finls�ed Cursor � 

Pg:t Ln:l Ps:s FH:e Font: Standal'd Insert ott 

SMrl Softuarr 

NOTE: We had already submitted this 
technical note when we learned that Ul
trascience is providing OS-9 for Macin
tosh computers. It seems likely that the 
COMMAND-SHIFT -3 feature of MAC 
software may create a useable MAC .pic 
file from OS-9 screens. We will report.on 
this po sibility in a future issue. 
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ASSEMBLERS 
ASTRUK09 from S.E. Media·· A "Structured Assembler for the 6809" 

which n:quireJ lhe TSC Macro Assembler. 
FLEX. SK-DOS, CCF • $99.95 

DISASSEMBLERS 
SUPER SLEUTH from Computer Systems Consultants Interactive 

Disassembler; extremely POWERFUL! Disk File Binary/ASCD 
Examine/Change, Absolute or FULL Disuscmbly. XREF Generator, 
Label "Name Changer'', and Files of "SI&ndard Label Names" for 
different Operating Systems. 
Color CompuJer SS-50 Bws (all w/ AL. Sowce) 
CCD (32K Req'd) Object Only $49.00 
FLEX. SK-DOS $99.00 . CCF Object Only $50.00 UniFLEX S/00.00 
CCF. wiJh Sowce $99.00 OS-9, S/01.00. CCO. Object Only $50.00 
68()/0 SUPER SLEUTfl · Similiar to 8-BiJ Version ucept wrillen 
in ·c-. 
68()10 Disas1embler $100.00 FLEX. UniFLEX. UNIX. XENIX. 
MS-DOS, SK-DOS, OS-9 
OS-9168K Object Only S/00.00 or wilh Sowce $200.00 

DYNAMffE+ - ExceUent standard "Batch Mode" Disusembler. Includes 
XREF Generator and "S�andard Label" Files. Special OS-9 options 
with OS-9 Venion. 

CCF, Object Only $100.00 · CCO, Object Only$ 59.95 
FLEX. SK-DOS . Object Only S/00.00 • OS-9, Object On/yS/50.00 
UniFLEX Object Only $300.00 

CROSS ASSEMBLERS 
CROSS ASSEMBLERS from Computer System Consultants .. Suppons 
1802/S, Z·80, 6&00/lni3/8/11/HCII ,  6g04, 6&05/HC05/ 146805, 6g()C)/O()/OI, 
6502 family, 8080/5, gCYJ.,Q/In13S/C35f39/ 40/48/C4g/49/C49/S0/8748/49, 
8031/S 1/8751,32000 and 6&000/68010 Systems. Assembler and Listing 
fonnats same as target CPU's fonnal. Produces machine independent 
Mocorola S-Text. Includes Macro Pre-Processor. Wriucn in "C". 68000 or 
6809 •Macintosh,•Atari, FLEX. CCF. UniFLEX, OS-9. XENIX. UNIX, MS· 
DOS,SK-DOS 

any object $50 or any 3 for $/00 
any sowce is an additiOMI $50 or any 3 for S/00 
Set of ALL object $200.00. wilh sowce $500.00 

COMMUNICATIONS 
CMODEM Telecommunications Program from Computer Systems 

Consultants, Inc ... Menu-Driven; suppon.s Dumb-Tenn inal Mode, 
Upload and Down.load in non·protocol mode, and the CP/M "Modcm7" 
Christensen protocol mode to enable oommunieation capabilities for 
almost any requ.ircment. Wriuen in "C". 

FLEX. SK-DOS. CCF, OS-9, UniFLEX. UNIX. XENIX, MS-DOS. 
wiJh Source S/00.00 • without Source $50.00 

X-TALK wiJh CMODEM Source S/49.95 

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES 
PASC from S.E. Media· A Fl..EX9, SK-DOS Compiler with a defmite Pascal 

"flavor". Anyone with a bit of Pascal Cllperience should be able to begin 
using PASC to good effect in shon order. The PASC package comes 
complete with three sample programs: ED (a syntax or structure editor), 
EDITOR (a simple, public doma.in. screen editor) and Cl JESS (a simple 
chess program). 1nc PASC package comes complete with source 
(wriuen in PASC) and doeumen�ation. 

FLEX, SK-DOS $95.00 
WHlMSJCAL from S.E. MEOlA Now suppons Real Numbers. "StruciUred 

Programming" WITHOlTf losing the Speed and Control of Assembly 
Language! Single-pass Compiler features unified, user-defined UO; 
produces ROMable Code; Procedures and Modules (including pre· 
compiled Module.s); many lypes" up to 32 bit Integers, 6-digit Real 
Numbers, unlimited sized Arrays (vectors only); lntcnupt handling: 
long Variable Names; Variable lniualiza.tion; Include dircaivc; 
Conditional compiling: direct Code insertion; control of the Stack 
Pointer. etc. Run-Time subroutines insened u caUed during 
compilation. Normally produc�s /0'1o less code thon PU9. 

FLEX, SK-DOS and CCF · $195.00 
KANSAS Cn"Y BASIC from S.E. Media ·Basic for Color Computer OS-9 

with many new commands and sub-functions added. A fuU 
implementation of the fF·THEN·ELSE logic is included, allowing 
nesting to 255 levels. Strings arc supponed and a subset of the usual 
string functions such as LEFTS. RJGHTS, MID$, S11UNGS. etc. are 
included. V&riablcs are dynamically allocated. Also included are 

additional features such u Peck and Poke. A must for any Color 
Computer user ruMing OS-9. 

CoCo OS-9 $39 95 

OmcgaSon PASCAL from Ccrtlned Soflware .. Extended Pueal for 
systems and real-time programming. 

Native 6&000/68020 Compiler, $575 for base package, options available. 
For OS-9/6&000 and PDOS host system. 

6809 Cross Compiler (OS-9/6&000 host) S700 for oomplcte package. 
KBASIC · from S.E. MEDIA .. A "Native Code" BASIC Compiler which is 

now FuUy TSC X BASIC compatible. The compiler compiles to 
Assembly Language Source Code. A NEW, streamlined, Assembler is 
now included allowing the assembly or LARGE Compiled K-BASJC 
Programs. Conditional assembly reduces Run·time package. 
FLEX. SK-DOS. CCF. OS-9 Compiler /Assembler $99.00 

EDITORS & WORD PROCESSING 
J USf from S.E. Media .. Text Formauer developed by Ron Anderson; for 

Dot Matrix Printers, provides many unique features. Output 
"Fonnatted" Text to the Display. Use the FPRJNT.CMD supplied for 
producing multiple copies or the "Fonnaucd" Text on the Printer 
INCLUDING IMBEDDED PRJNTER COMMANDS (very useful at 

other times also, and wonh the price of the program by iuelf). "User 
Configurable" for adapting to other Printers (comes set up for Epson 
MX-80 with Graftrax); up to ten (10) imbedded "Printer Control 
Commands". Compensates for a "Double Width" printed line. Includes 
the normal line width, margin, indent, paragraph, space, vertical skip 
lines, page length, page numbering. centering, fiU, justification, etc. 
Use with PAT or any other editor. 

• Now supplied as a two disk set: 
Dislr.II J: JUST2.CMD object file..IUST2.1XT PL91owce:FLEX, SK-DOS 
Disk/12: JUS1'SC object and sowct inC: FLEX. SK-DOS. OS-9. CCF 

A .. lllblllly !.qt ... Soutli 'East :Meaia 

• 
•• Shipping •• 

0 • OS·'· S • SK•DOS 
., • FLEX, U • Unit"t.EJC 
CCO • Color Computu OS·' 
CCF • Color Compullr YL£)( 

5900 Cassandra Smith 'l(j. · :HbcJon, 'Tn. 3 7 34 J 
'Teupfwru: (61 5) 842·4600 1'.:U (61 5) 842· 7990 

Add l � U.s.A. (mln.$1.50) 
•·ordiJI s..rrocc Add 5� 
fordp Airmail Add 10� 
Or C.O.D. Shlpplna OniJ 

•OS·' loa Tr.-k o1 Mk.-n ud -..�a.•FLEJC and Unllo'LEJC arc TradcmartuofTethnkal S,.Umt Co..,dllnii·'SK•OOS Ita T,.ok.,.,rkofSiar·K Soft-rc Sp_ll..,. Corp._ 
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The JTSC 1nd regular JUST C source are two separate pqrams. JTSC 
c:ompiles to a version lhat upecu TSC Word Processor type commands, 
(.pp .sp .cc etc.) Grea1 for your older tut ftles. The C source oompiles to 
a standard synlall JUST.CMD object file. Using JUST synlall (.p ,u ,y 
etc.) With aU JUST functions plus several additional printer formalling 
functions. Reference the JUSTSC C source. For those w�nting an 
uccUent BUDGET PRICED word processor, with features none of the 
others lwvc. Th.is is it I 

Did (I)· PL9 FLEX o11ly· FLEX, SK-DOS & CCF. $49.95 
Dislc Set (2) • FLEX, SK -DOS & CCF & OS-9 (C vmio11) • $69.95 

OS-9 68KOOO complete with Source - $79.95 
PAT from S.B. Media· A full fea1ure scn:en oriented TEXT EDITOR with 

aU the best of "PIETN ". For those who swore by and loved only PIE, 
this is for you I AU PIE features �nd much morel Too m�ny features to 
list. And if you don't like these. chlngc or add your own. PL-9 source 
furnished. "C"' source available soon. Easily configured to your CRT, 
with special config section. 

FLEX, SK-DOS S/29.50 
SPECIAL PATIJUSfCOMBO (wit h sowu) 

FLEX, SK-DOS $99.95, OS-9 68K Vmio11 $229.00 
SPeCIAL PATIJUSf COMBO 68K $249/JO 

Note: JUSf i11 ·c· source avoiloble for OS-9 
CEDRIC fran S.E. Media· A scn:en oriented TEXT EDITOR with 

availability of 'MENU' aid. Macro del"mitions, configurable 'pcrm�nent 
definable MACROS' ·all st�ndard features and the futest 'global' 
functions in the wesL A simple, automatic terminal config pqram 
makes this a real 'no hassd' product. Only 6K in size, leaving the 
average system over 165 sectors for ten buffer· a.ppx. 14,000 plus or 
free memory! �tra ftne for prosrarnming u wdl u tcxL 

FLEX, SK-DOS S69.95 
BAS·EDIT fran S.E. Media· A TSC BASIC or X BASIC screen editor. 

Appended to BASIC or X BASIC, BAS-EDIT is transparent to normal 
BASIC/XBASIC opc,..tion. Allows editing while m BASIC/X BASIC. 
Supports the following functions: OVERLAY, INSERT and DUP 
UNE. Make editing BASIC/XBASIC programs SL\fPLEI A GREAT 
time and effon saver. Prcg,..mmers love it I NO more retyping entire 
lines, etc. Complete with over 2S different CRT terminal configuration 
overlays. 

FLEX, CCF, SK-DOS $39.95 
SPELLB "Computer Dictionary" from S.E. Media .. OVER 150,000 words! 

Loolc up a word from w ithi11 your Editor or Word Processor (with tht 
SPH.CMD Utilily which operates i11 the FLEX, SK-DOS UCS). Or 
c:heck and update the Text after entty; ADD WORDS to the Dictionary, 
"Aag" questionable words in the Text, "View a word in cantclll" before 
changing or ignoring, etc. SPI!LLB first c:hecks a "Cornman Word 
Dictionary", then the: normal Dictionary, then a "Pc:rsooaJ Word U11", 
and fmally, any "Special Word LiSI" you may have spccifiecl SPELLS 
also allows the usc of Small Disk Storage systems. 

FLEX. SK-DOS alldCCF. S/29.95 
STYLO·GRAPH from Great Plains Computer Co . .. A full-screen onc:nted 

WORD PROCESSOR ·- (uses the Sl x 24 Duplay Screens on CoCo 
FlBUSK·DOS. or PBJ Wordpak). Full s=n display and editing; 
suppons the Dauy Wheel proportional printers. 

NEW PRICES 68()9 CCF 4lld CCO • $99.95, 
FLEX, SK-DOS"' OS-9 • S/79.95, U11iFLEX- $299.95 

STYLO-SPELL from Great Plains Computer Co. -- Fast Computer 
Dictionary. Complements Stylograph. 

NEW PRICES 68()9 CCF 4lld CCO . $69.95, 
FLEX, SK-DOS or OS-9 • $99.95, U11iFLEX- S/49.95 

STYLO-MERGE fr om Grea1 Plains ComputeT Co. -Merge Mailing UstiO 
"f'Ofl'll" Lcuers, l'nnl multiple Files, etc.,lhroug.h Stylo. 

NEW PRICES 6809 CCF olld CCO. $59.95, 
FLEX. SK-DOS or OS-9 · $79.95, UlliFLEX- S/29.95 

�TYLO·PAK ... Graph + SpcU + Merge Package Deallll 
FLEX. SK-DOS or OS-9 · $329.95, U11iFLEX • $549.95 
OS· 9 68()()() S69 5.00 

DATABASE ACCOUNTING 
XDMS from Westchester Applied Business Syst.ems 
FOR 6809 FLEX or SK-DOS (S/8") 
Up t.o 32 groupJ/fic:lds per record I Up to 12 ch.,..ctcr file names I Up to 1024 

byte records I User defined screen and print control! l'roce.u fLies I Form 
nlesl Conditiqnal execution! Process chaining! Upward/Downward file 
linking! File Joining! Random file virtual paging I Buill in utilities I lluih 
in text line editorl Fully session oriented! Enhanced forms! lloldface 
Double w 1dth, Italics and Underline supponed! Wriuen in compact 

' 

structured assembler! Integrated for FAST execution! 
XDMS-IV Data Managcmcn& System 

XDMS-IV is a brand new approach to data management. h 1101 only pcrm1ts 
users to de.scribe, enter and retrieve data, but also 10 process entire files 
producing <:ustomil..Cd rcpons. screen displays and file output. 
Processing can consi11 or any of a set of standard high levd functions 
including record and fidd selection, sorting and aggregation, lookups in 
ocher flies, special processing of record subsets, cullOm report 
formatling,101aling �nd subtotaling, and prcscnlltioo of up to three 
related flies as a "database" on user defined output repons. 

POWERFUL COMMANDS! 
XDMS-IV combines the functionality of many popular DBMS software 

sy11ems with a new easy to usc command set into a single integrated 
package. We've mcluc:lcd many new features and oommands includmg 1 

se1 of gene,..( file uuliues. The proccssmg commands arc Input-Process· 
Output (I PO) which aUows almost instant implementation of a process 
design. 

SESSION ORIENTI!DI 
XDMS-IV is sess1on oriented. Enter "XDMS" and you arc in insunt 

command of :all the features. No more waiting for a command 10 load in 
from disk I Many oommands arc immediate, such as CREATE (file 
definition), UI'DA'n! (file editor), PURGE and DELETE (utilities). 
�era 

.
•n: process "?mmands which are used to create a user process 

wh1ch u executed wtth a RUN command. Either may be entered into a 
''process" file which is executed by an EXECUTE statemenL Proceues 
may ex�ute other processes, or themselves, either conditionally or 

unconchuonally. Menus and screen prompcs are easily coded, and enure 
user applications can be run without ever leaving XDMS-IV 

rrs EASY TO USE I 
XDMS-IV keeps data management simple! Rather than design a complex 

D�MS whtch hides the true nature of the data, we kepc XDMS-IV file 
onentcd. The user vtcw of data rclauonships is presented in repons and 
scn:cn output, whtle the actual data reSides in easy to maintain flies. 
Th11 aspcc1 pcrmtll customitcd presentation �nd rcpons without 
complex rcdcfmitian of the databue flies and suucturc. XDMS-IV may 
be used for a Wldc ,..nge of applications from simple record 
management systems (addresses, invenlOfy ... ) to intcgrllcd databllse 
systems (order en tty, accounting ... ) 

The posstbilities arc unlimited ... 
FOR 6809 FLEX or SK·DOS(S"/1" Disk) $249.95 

A>allo�tiiJ l.qtn• Soutli 'East Meaia 
0 • OS.t, S • SK •DOS 
f' • I'I.&X, U o U..tf1.&X 
CCt • Color c..m,u�or OS-t 
CCF • Color c..,.,. .. , I'Ll X 

5900 Ca.ssarufraSmitn 'R,J . •  :ff�.t�on, 'Tn. J7J43 
'Ttkpfwne: (615)842-4600 1':U (615)842-7990 • 

•• Shipping •• 

Ackll11o U.S.A. (mt-.Sl.St) 
Yor.t.,. S..rf- Ad4 511> 
Yordp Atnnoll Ackllt11o 
0.. C.O.D. Shlpptna Onl7 
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UTILITIES 
Baslc09 XR ef from S.E. Media ··This 8asic09 Cross Reference Utility is a 

Basic09 Program which will produoe a ''preuy printed" listing with each 
line numbered, followed by a oomplete cross referenced listing of aU 
variables, extern.! procedures, and line numbers called. Also includes a 
Program List Utility which outputs a fast "preuy printed" listing with 
tine numbers. Requires Bas.ic09 or RunB. 

OS-9 & ceo object Oflly .. $39.95; with Source. $79.95 
BTr� R out.l nes • Complete se t of routines to allow simple implementation 

of keyed files ·for your programs • running under Basic09. A real time 
saver and should be a part of every serious programmers tool·boJt. 

OS-9 & CCO object 011/y • S89.95 
BASIC09 TOOLS consist of 2 1 subroutines for Buic09. 

6 were wriuen in C Language and the remainder in assembly. 
All the routines are oompiled down to native machine code which 
makes them fast and compact. 

I. CFil.L .. fills a string with characters 
2. DPEEK .. Double peek 

3. DPOKE .. Double poke 
4. FPOS .. Current r.te position 
S. FSIZE .. File size 
6. FrR IM- removes leading spaces from a string 
7. GE'I'PR- rewms th.e current process 1D 
8. GETOYf- gets 32 byte option section 
9. GETUSR - gcts the user ID 
10. GTIME .. gcts the time 
II. INSERT- insert a s tring into another 
12 LOWER .. converts a string into lowercase 
13. READY·· Checks for available input 
14. SETPRIOR .. changes a process priority 
IS. SETUSR .. changes the user lD 
16. SETOPT •• set32 byte option packet 
17. STIME .. sets the time 
18. SPACE .. adds spaces to a string 
19. SWAP .. swaps any two variables 
20. SYSCALL .. syStem c.all 

21. UPPER .. convertS a string to uppercase 

For OS·9 • S44.9S • Includes Source Code 

FULL SCREEN FORMS DISPLAY from Computer Systems Consultants •· 

TSC Extended BASIC program supports any Serial Terminal with 
Cursor Control or Memory-Mapped Video Displays; substantially 
extends the capabilities of the Program Designer by providing a table· 
driven method of describing and using Full Screen Displays. 
FLEX. SK-DOS oltdCCF. U11iFLEX. $25.00, with Sowrce. $5().00 

SOLVE from S.E. Media · OS-9 Levels I and 0 only. A Symbolic Object/ 
Logic Verification & examine debugger. including intinc debugging, 
disassemble a.nd assemble. SOLVE IS TilE MOST COMPLETE 
DEBUGGER we have seen for the 6809 OS-9 series! SOLVE docs it 
aU! With a rich selection of monitor, assembler, disassembler, 
environmental, execution and other .miscellaneous commands, SOLVE 
is the MOST POWERFUL tool-kit it em you can own I Yet, SO LVE is 
simple to usc! With oomplete clocwnentation, a s nap! Everyone who 
has ordered this package has raved I Sec review • 68 Micro Journal • 

December 1985. No 'blind' debugging here, full screen displays, rich 
and complete in information presented. Since review in 68 Micro 
Journal, this is our fastest mover! 

uvtls I & /1 011/y • OS-9 $69.95 

DISK UTILITIES 
05·9 VD isk from S.E. Media .. f-or Level l only. Usc the EJttcnded Memory 

capability of your SWfPC or Gimi.ll CPU card (or similar format OAT) 
for FAST Program Compiles, CMD e�ecution, high speed inter·prooess 
communications (without pipe buffers), etc.· SAVE that Syst em 
Memory. Virtual Dis.k size is variable in 4K increments up to 960K. 
Some Assembly Required. 

uvell OS-9 obj�ct $79.95; with Source S/49.95 
O·F from S.E. Media - Wriuen in BASIC09 (with Source), includes: 

REFORMAT, a BASIC09 Program that reformats a chosen amount of 
an O S·9 disk to FLEX, SK-DOS Format so it can be used nonnally by 
FLEX, SK-DOS: and FLEX, a BASIC09 Program that does the actual 
read or write function to the special O·F Transfer Disk: user-friendly 
menu driven. Read the FLEX, SK-DOS Directory, Delete FLEX, 
SK-DOS Files, Copy both directions, etc. FLEX, SK-DOS users usc the 
special disk just like any other A.. EX, SK·DOS disk 

OS-9 · 6809 $79.95 
LSOR'f from S.B. Media· A SORT/MERGE package for OS·9 (Level l & II 

only). Sons records with fi�ed lengths or variable lengths. Allows for 
either ascending or descending sort. Sorting can be done in either ASCII 
sequence or alternate collating sequence. Right, left or no justification of 
data fields available. LSORT includes a full sCI of comments and errors 
messages. 

OS-9 $85.00 
HIER from S.E. Media· 11/ER is o ntQ<krfl hierorchol storog� system for 

ws�rs Wilder FLEX, SK-DOS. II answers the needs of those who have 
hard disk capabilities on their sySi ems, or many files on one disk • any 
size. Us ing HfER a regula r (any) FLEX, SK-DOS disk (8 • S • hard 
disk) can have sub directories. By th.is method the problems of 
assigning unique names to files is less burdensome. Different files with 
the exact same name may be on t.hc same disk, as long as they are in 

different directories. For the winchester user this becomes a must. Sub
direct ories are the modem day solution that all current large systems usc. 
Each directory looks to FLEX, SK·DOS like a regular file, uttpl 
they have the e.xtenslon '.DIR'. A full set of directory handling 
programs are included, malting the operation of HIER simple and 
straightforward. A special install package is included to install tilER to 
your particular version of FLEX. SK-DOS. Some assembly required. 
Install indicates each byte or reference change needed. Typically • 6 
byte changes in source (fumished) and one assembly of HTER is all that 
is required. No programming required! 

FLEX. SK-DOS $79.95 
COPYMULT from S. E. Media .. Copy LARGE Disks to several smaller 

disks. FLEX, SK-DO S utilities allow the backup of ANY size disk to 
any SMALLER size diskeues (Hard Disk to floppies, 8" to S", etc.) by 
simply inserting diskcttes ss requested by COI>YMULT. No fooling 
with directory deletions, etc. COPYMULT.CMD understands normal 
"copy" syntax and keeps up with r.Jcs cop1ed by maintaining d1rectones 
for both host and receiving disk system. Also includes B AC KUP.C MD 
to download any size "random" type r.Je; RESTORE.CMD to restructure 
copied "random" files for copying, or recopying back to the host system; 
and FREEUNK.CMD as a "bonus" utility that "rclinks" the free cha.in of 
floppy or hard disk, eliminating fragmentation. 

Completely dcc�VMIIUd Assembly i.Angwoge Sowce files ifiCiwded. ALL 4 
ProgrQJ71.f (FLEX, SK-DOS, 8" or 5") $99.50 

A•atlabltlly L .. •odt Soutli 'East Metfia 

• 
•• Shipping •• 
Add ·J� U.S.A. (IIIII\. SL50) 
Fon.lp SvrtMc AddS� 
Fordtpl Airmail Add 10� 
Or C.O.D. Shlpploa Oot1 

0 • OS·t, 5 • SIC•OOS 
F • FL£X, U • UniPLEX 
CCO • Color <:.nputor OS·t 
CO' • Colo< C""'putor FLEX 
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\'llfl' Al. TERMINAL from S.E. Mcdta ·Allows one tenninal to do the 
wofi( of several. lhe user may start as many as eight tasks on one 
tcnninal, under VIR7VAL TERMINAL and switch back and fonh 
between tasks at will. No need to exit each one:jwt jump back and forth. 
Complete with configuration program. The best way to keep up with 
those background programs. 

6809 OS-9 & CCO ·object only • S49.9S 
FLEX, SK-OOS DISK lffiLITIES from Computer Systems Consultants .. 

Eight (8) diffen:nt Assembly Language (with Sou roe Code) FLEX, 
SK-OOS Uuhties foe every FLEX, SK·OOS Users Toolbox: Copy a File 
with CRC Errors; Test Disk for errors: Compare two Disks; a fast Disk 
Backup Program; Edit Disk Sectors: Linearize Free-Oiain on the Disk: 
print Disk Identification: and Sort and Repla<:e the Disk Directory (in 
sorted order) ... I'LUS .. Ten X BASIC l'rograms including: A BASIC 
Resequenccr with EXTRAs over "IU�NUM" like check for missing label 
definitions. processes Disk to Disk instead of in Memory, etc. Other 
progr.1ms Compare. Merge, or Generate Updates between two BASIC 
l>rograms, check BASIC Sequence Numbers. compare two unscquenccd 
files. and S Programs for establishing a Muter Directory o( several 
Disk<, and sorung. selecting. updaung, and printing paginated listings o( 
these files. A 13ASIC Cross·Refen:ncc l'rogram, written in Assembly 
l.11nguage, which provides an X-Ref Luting of the Variables and 
Reserved WordJ in TSC BASIC. X BASIC, and PRECOMPILER 
BASIC Programs. 

ALL Utililiu include Source (eilhu BASIC or A.L.. Source Code). 
FLEX, SK·DOS and CCF • $50.00 
BASIC Uttlitiu ONLY for U11iFLEX . . SJO.OO 

MS·OOS to FLEX Trand'u Utili� to OS·9 For 68XXX and CCOS-9 
Systems Now READ· WRITE· DIR • DUMP· EXPLORE FLEX & 
MS-DOS Disk. These Utilities come wnh a nch set of options allowmg 
the transfer of text type files fromt\o FLEX &. MS-OOS disks. •CoCo 
systems require the D.P. Johnson SDISK utihttes and OS·9 and two 
drives of which one must be a "host" noppy. 

•CoCo Versio11· $69.95 68XXX Vusio11 $149.95 

Atari Vusiafl $99.95 

MISCELlANEOUS 
TABULA RASA SPREADSHEET from Computer Systems Consultants .. 

TABULA RASA b similar to DESKTOP/PLAN: provides we of tabular 
computation schemes used for analysis of business, sales, and economic 
conditions. Menu-driven; extensive rcpon·generation capabilities. 
Requires TSCs E�tended BASIC. 
FLEX. SK.DOS and CCF, U"iFLEX· $50.00, wilh Source · SIOO 00 

OYNAC,\ I.C - Electronic Spread Sheet for the 6809 and 68000. 
U11iFLF.X- SJ9S 00, FLEX. SK·DOS. OS·9 and SPECIAL CCF · S250 00 

os.9 68K . sz99 oo 

FUI.L SCRF.t:N INVENTORY/MRI' from Computer Systems Consultants 
U$c the F u l l  Screen Inventory System/Materials Requirement l>lanning 
for maintaining inventories. Keeps item field file in alphabetical order 
for easier inquiry. Locate and/or print records matching partial or 
eocnplete item, description, vendor, or attributes: find backorder or below 
stock levels. Print-outs in item or vendor order. MRP capability for the 
maintenance and analysis of llierarchical usemblies of items in the 
inventory nle. Requires TSCs Extended BASIC. 
FLEX. SK.DOS and CCF. U11iFl.EX • $50.00. with Source. $100.00 

FULL SCREEN MA I L l  'G LIST from Computer Systems Consultants .. 
The Full Scrocn Mailing List System provtdcs a means o( maintaining 
simple mailing lisu. Locate all reoools matching on partial or eocnplcte 
name, city, state, zip, or auributes for Listings or Labels, etc. Requires 
TSCs R�tended BASIC. 
FI£X, SK.DOS and CCF, U11iFLF�- SSO.OO, with Source. $100.00 

OIET·TRAC Forec:aster from S.E. Media- An X BASIC program that plans 
a diet in tenns of either calories and peroentage o( carbohydrates, 
proteins and fats (C P G%) or grams of Carbohydrate. Protein and Fat 
food ell changes o( each of the sill basic food groups (vegetable, bread, 
meat, skim milk, fruit and fat) for a spcciiie individuaL Sc�. Age, 
Height, Present Weight, Frame Size, Activity Level and Jlasal Mctabolic 
Rate for normal�ndividual are taken into account. Ideal weight and 
sustaining calories for any weight of the above individual are calculated. 
Provides number of days and dill)' Clllendor after weight go. I and Clllorie 
plan •s dctennined. 

FLEX.SK-DOS · S59.95, U11iFU!X. $89.95 

GAMES 
RAPIER· 6809 Chess l>rogram from S.E. Media .. Requires FLEX. 

SK·OOS and Displays on Any Type Tenninal. Features: Four levels o( 
play. Swap side. Point scoring S}'ltem. Two display boards. Olange 
skill level. Solve Oleekmate problems in 1·2-3-4 moves. Make move 
and swap side$. Play white or black. This Is one of I he �1rongest 
CHESS programs running on any mkrorompulu, tstintDitd USCF 
Rating 16CO+ (�11u tho11 most 'club' playus at hig�r level.r) 

FLEX. SK.DOS and CCF • .S79 95 

NI:W 

MS-DOS and Macintosh 
Software at Discounted Prices 

"Call for prices, it"/1 be worth the savings." 

(615) 842-4600 

FAX (615)842-7990 

A9-atbblllt7 l.qtndl Soutfi 'East Meaia •• Shipping •• 
0 • os.,,s • SK•OOS 
I' • n.t:X, U • lloll'l..t:X 
CCt • Color eo-,..1., OS·' 
CO' • Color Compulkr ft.t:x 
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OS9 

"File Manager Round Up" 

File Manager Round Up 
=--=========--== 

The key to fast. effective and 
convenient use of OS-9 1/0 lies 
in the choice of file manager. 
Use the wrong one and the re
sult is likely to be slow. ineffi
cient. or just plain awkward to 
use. however good the driver. 
Coding around the problems 
can help. but at the expense of 
reduced portability and in
creased programming time. 
There is more to life than SCF 
and RBF for controlling 1/0 
devices. as this article explains. 

This article briefly· describes 
an array of OS-9/68k file man
agers that are ava!lable to reach 
the parts that the Microware file 
managers cannot. It goes on lo 
consider the pros and cons of 
growing your own file manager 
at home. giving some idea of the 
strategy needed and problems 
you are likely to encounter. 

Microware's standard file 
managers cater well for a wide 
range of standard devices in
cluding terminals. magnetic 
disks. tapes. and networking 
and provide an obvious first 
choice for most applications. 
Other classes of devices. and 
parUculary intelligent devices. 
need file managers written 
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specifically to match their capa
bilities. Analog to digital con
verters are simple devices to 
operate. for instance. and may 
be driven through SCF. but 
become severely speed-limited 
by the overheads that SCF 
imposes. Intelligent devices 
cause more problems since they 
are almost always block-ori
ented and multi-channel - SCF 
is neither. 

There Is a surprisingly rich 
choice of OS-9 file managers 
currently available. Off the top 
of my head I can think of four
teen: seven from Microware. 
They cover a wide range of appli
cations. including IEEE-488 
devices. graphics. WORM disks. 
intelligent 1/0 cards. pipes. and 
PC disks. 

Here is a run-down of the 
third-party flle managers I 
know of (for suppliers see the 
end of this article): 

SPF 
Sequential Packet 
File Manager 

Galactic Industrial's SPF is a 
block-oriented multi-channel 
rue manager aimed at intelli
gent 1/0 boards. All rue man
ager entry points are passed di
rectly to the driver. allowing in-
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telligent serial. ADC. DAC. and 
signal processing cards to be 
driven at very high speed. Read 
and write accesses are sepa
rately queued. and can be run 
independently. Additionally. it 
has the line editing capablllties 
of SCF. so can be used to drive 
normal terminals through in
telllgent serial boards. Source 
for an example driver Is sup
plied. 

Gksman 
Graphics File Manager 

Snowtop Computer's 
Gksman is an escape-sequence 
driven multi-channel graphics 
file manager. It performs a wide 
range of graphical functions In
cluding windowing. clipping. 
polylines. markers. high-speed 
text. segments. input echo. 
mouse control and pointer dis
play. wide lines. complex poly
gon filling. and cross-hatching. 
and can emulate SCF to provide 
a terminal on a graphics screen. 
It can drive graphics chips. bit
mapped displays. Intelligent 
workstations. dot-matrix and 
laser printers. and pen plotters. 
It Is supported by C libraries 
and Includes an input event 
queueing system. 
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MFM 
Memory FUe Manger 

The Memory File Manager 
from Windsor Systems operates 
much like a RAM disk under 
RBF with several important dif
ferences. It dynam1cally sizes 
the memory "disk" using only 
as much system memory as it 
requires to store the files it has. 
Aimed at ROM-based applica
tions. it supports only a single 
directory level for simplicity and 
speed. and can access data 
modules as files, allowing files 
like 'startup', 'termcap'. and 
'umacs.hlp' to be ROMmed for 
use by any program. The 
equivalent of the sector size in 
MFM is user-selectable and 
MFM can replace RBF in many 
ROM-based applications. 

WRF 
WORM File Manager 

The Write Once Read Many 
optical disk file manager from 
Galactic Industrial solves many 
of the problems associated with 
the relatively slow WORM me
dia. It supports the hierarchi
cal RBF directory structure. 
caching directory entries to 
reduce seek Urnes. ll allows 
multiple files to be open for 
reading. bu l only one file to be 
open for writing. Files can be 
modified and deleted. and all 
old versions of files are access
able. In addillon. logical inter
leaving and file storage in se
quential logical sectors im
proves the access speed. 
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MSF 
MS-DOS Disk File Manager 

Galactic Industrial's MSF 
goes much further than 
Microware's PCF PC disk file 
manager. It allows all ulilities 
but dcheck, format, and free to 
be used on MS-DOS formatted 
disks and provides three extra 
utilities to replace them. File 
names and data structu,res are 
automatically converted be
tween the two systems. and all 
formats from 360K to 1.44M 
(and hard disks) are supported. 
Additionally. a utility is pro
vided to convert existing de
scriptors to MS-DOS descrip
tors. Many existing drivers and 
applications programs will work 
with MSF without modification. 

IBF 
IEEE-488 Bus File Manager 

ARK Corporations's IBF pro
vides multi-channel control of 
IEEE-488 bus equipment. It 
automatically handles all ad
dressing protocols, allowing 
IEEE-488 devices to be simply 
driven with normal 1/0 system 
calls. Fifteen debugging ulllt
Ues are provided, allowing de
vices to be controlled from the 
command line. A C library gtves 
access to all facilities via Get
Status and SetS latus calls. Ills 
block-oriented. and the drivers 
supplied support DMA opera
tion. A locking mechanism pre
vents collisions from multiple 
processes. 
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PC9 
PC to OS-9 File Manager 

Quin Systems' PC9 system al
lows an MS-DOS computer to 
be used as a terminal to mul
tiple processes on a remote OS-
9 system linked by a single se
rial cable. Each OS-9 process 
displays through a resi:l.able. 
moveable window on the PC 

screen. Terminal emulation fa
cHilies support uMACS and 
other screen editors and pro
vide a programmable PC key
board. Access to PC disk drives 
is also avallable through the 
OS-9 unified 1/0 system, giving 
disk capability to ROM based 
OS-9 systems. A hot key 
switches between DOS and OS-
9 displays. A fast version driv
ing Quin's Topaz lAN will be 
available Q2 90. 

Loglo 

Logical I/O File Manager 

Windsor Systems' Logio is a 
multi-channel block-oriented 
file manager controlling non
intelligent digital and analog I/ 
0 devices. It enables physical 
devices to be split into a number 
of logical devices for use by 
multiple processes and 
matches physical data size and 
alignment to that used by the 
calling program. Signals and 
events can be triggered when 
physical conditions become 
true. allowing alarm condition 
monitoring. Future develop
ments include automatic lin
earization for analog devices 
and fac111Ues for accurately 
limed input and output. Logio 
will be available Q 1 90. 
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Do It Yourself 
File Managers 

--=====:==== 

Writing your own file man
ager can be a very rewarding. if 
costly. experience. The average 
licence price of the llle manag
ers just described is around 
$1900. somewhat less than the 
cost of a programmer for a week. 
The end result, however. can fit 

your application exactly. 

To write an OS-9 driver you 
must know something of the 
internal workings of OS-9. have 
the technical documentation for 
the appropriate file manager to 
hand. and understand the 
hardware of the device you wish 
to drive. To write a file manager 
is a much harder job. not be
cause the code is any more dif
ficult. but because a great deal 
more knowledge and experience 
os OS-9 is required. 

Since the file manager inter
faces the kernel to the driver. 
the kernel-file manager inter
face has to be well understood in 
order that the file manager can 
be written at all. The file man
ager-driver interface. the path 
descriptor. device descriptor. 
and static storage definitions 
are all defined by the file man
ager writer and must be care
fully thought out. As the file 
manager designer, this freedom 
comes at a price: you are unfor
tunately also expected to write 
a great deal of technical docu
mentation for those who will 
write drivers for it. 

The freedom that a home
grown file manager gives is 
enormous. For instance. the 
file manager controls simulta
neous accesses by multiple 
processes on different paths 
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(the kernel queues multiple 
accesses on the same path). so 
the file manager writer has 
complete control over multi
process access to the driver. 
possibly. like SPF. giving all the 
control to the driver. Processes 
can be created by a file manager 
(SBF and NFM do this). and data 
modules and other structures 
can be used to overflow the 
standard path descriptors and 
process descriptors. File man
agers can be written to emulate 
SCF in order to include features 
that are not currently supplied. 
such as multi-channel access 
or improved line editing facUi
Ues, as has been done in PC9. 
Either C or assembler can be 
used to write file managers; my 
choice is C. Once the interfaces 
to the driver and kernel are 
written in assembler. the inter
nals are most easily coded in C. 
Using C for drivers is a little 
more tricky because of the high 
degree of hardware interaction 
and the need for speed. OS-
9000. written almost entirely in 
C. almost requires that file 
managers are coded likewise. 
For OS-9000 the kernel and 
driver interfaces have been 
made C-friendly and file man
ager static storage added. solv
ing some of the problems that 
the next section deals with that 
exist on OS-9/68K. 

What is the downside of writ
ing your own file manager ? 

There are four problems that 
cause the most aggravation. 

The first is the very large 
amount of information that 
must be considered before 
coding begins. Start by design
ing the data structures and 
define how simultaneous ac
cesses to drivers are to be arbi
trated. Then consider the 
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needs of the driver and its op
eration. and start coding Open. 
Create. and Close first. It is 
useful to create a 'null' driver at 
this point and test what you 
have. Debugging can be quite 
effectively carried out via 
Microware's system state or 
ROM debuggers. or through 
messages output to a terminal. 

The second problem is con
cerned with overflowing data 
structures. Both the path de
scriptor and the process de
scriptor overflow quite quickly. 
The path descriptor overflows 
simply due to the amount of 
path-specific data needed to be 
stored by complex file manag
ers. Storing a pointer to extra 
storage allocated from system 
memory in the path descriptor 
takes care of that. The process 
descriptor stores the process 
system stack and C programs 
arevery stack-hungry. Allover
flowing system stack usually 
manifests itself in the form of 
weird errors and random sys
tem crashes. The solution is to 
maintain a pool of large stack 
buffers and transfer the stack 
on entry to and exit from the file 
manager. 

The third problem involves 
memory management and error 
handling. In system state (your 
file manager code is running in 
system state) memory alloca
tion is attributed to 'the sys
tem'. not to any individual proc
ess. Any memory not returned 
to the system is lost forever I 

Error handling, unless very 
carefully thought out. can re
sullin lost memory. You have to 
write your own memory alloca
tion routines. and it is worth 
having a method of logging all 
memory allocated by the file 
manager (via a linked list) in the 
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path descriptor. so that when a 
path Is closed an error can be 

generated. and/ or the 'lost' 
memory can be returned to the 
system. 

The fourth problem is that 
static storage and initialised 
data are not allowed. This has 
three implications. The first 
implication is that many of the 
standard C library routines use 
initialised or static data and 
therefore cannot be used. Any 
ROF that contains a function 
with such needs makes the 
whole ROF unusable. The only 
way around the problem Is write 
your own library routines. The 
second is that your code cannot 
contain some constant arrays. 
such as arrays of pointers. The 
third is that the jump table 
(automatically created by the 
linker for branches over 32K) 
cannot be used. The various 
parts of a large file manager 
have to be carefully arranged. or 
some alternative calling tech
nique employed (an array of 
pointers to functions for In
stance). 

Once you have written your 
first file manager. the second 
one comes much more easily. 
You have the assembly lan
guage interface and library of 
routines for accessing system 
calls written. and you have the 
experience behind you. You do. 
of course. still have a pile of 
documentation to complete .... 

File Manager Suppliers 
========================== 

In North America contact: 
Steven Weller at Windsor Sys
tems (U.S.A)+ 1 (502) 425 9560 
(voice) + 1 (502) 426 3944 (fax) 
for file manager and driver writ
ing services. MFM. SPF. WRF. 

MSF. IBF. PC9. Logio and 
Gksman. 

In Europe contact 
Paul Dayan at Galactic Indus
trial (England) +44 (582) 
405759 (voice) +44 (58�) 
450324 (fax) for file manager 
and driver writing service. SPF. 
WRF. MSF. MFM and IBF. 
John Poulter at Snowtop Com
puters (England) +44 (582) 
45 1084 (voice) +44 (582) 20764 
(fax) for Gksman. IBF and MFM. 

John Withers at Quin Systems 
(England) +44 (734) 77 1077 
(voice) +44 (734) 776728 (fax) 
for PC9. 

In Japan contact: 
Toshikuni Osogoe at Osque 
Systems (Japan) +81 (3) 220 
0384 (voice) +81 (3) 220 041 7 
(fax) for IBF and MFM. 

+++ 
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FoRTH 

GEITING STARTED IN FORTH 

While the proliferation of versions of Forth has the 
advantage of supplying something for just about every
one, it does leave a lot of confusion in the mind of a 
beginner. It is possible to find a Forth which will run on 
just about any machine with just about any operating 
system. In most cases, any Forth you might choose 
would be satisfactory; therefore, I don't see that there is 
much room for argument, here. Under these circum
stances, my recommendation is that you get the Forth 
which fits your favorite operating system and start 
having fun! 

Some of the possibilities are listed in Table 1. This is not 
meant to be an exhaustive list by any means, but it does 
list those Forth versions that I have tried personally. 

Once you get your Forth, you will probably be 
swamped by the several hundred words at your disposal 

in the various vocabularies. Don't be intimidated by 
what looks like a lot of memorizing for you to do. Many 
of these word are used only for special cases which you 
may never encounter; there are words which I have 
never used and never felt the need for, so just relax and 
"go with the flow." 

You will find that you will need about 45 words imme
diately. The rest can be learned as you need them. This 
minimum list can be found in Table 2. 

I am sure that I have left out some of the favorite words 
of those of you who have been writing Forth programs 
for a while, but remember that this is a list of the 

MINIMUM requirement, and not any particular list of 
favorites. This list was generated with the help of the 

A Tutorial Series 

By: R. D. Lurie 
9 Linda Street 
Leominister, MA 01453 

local FIG chapter; we spent a whole meeting session 
working on it. Particularly, I want to thank Dick Miller 
of Miller Mkrocomputer Services for helping me get 
started with the list. 

The categories within the list have been arranged in 
alphabetical order and there is some grouping within 
each category, but l doubt that any group of words 
within the list is really more important than another, 
unless you have special programming requirements. 

I will discuss the categories in the order in which they 
fall in Table 2. 

Arithmetic words: 

Notice, first, that these are all words directly related to 
16-bit integers. We felt that the beginner would have 
little or no need for 32-bit arithmetic, so those words 
could be learned later. 

The use of the first four words, + - * and I. should be 
obvious to anyone who has ever written even the 
simplest program in any language; however, the others 
may not be as easy to grasp. 

MOD is the remainder after an integer division and is 
usually lost if you don't make a special provision to 
retain it. Remember that in integer division 613.713, and 
813 all have the save quotient of 2, so you must make 
provision for saving the remainder if you need it. MOD 
saves only the remainder from the division, while I 

MOD (pronounced "slash mod") saves both the quo
tient and the remainder. 
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*/MOD is a special case of a combined multiplication 

and division operation which makes use of a 31-bit 

intermediate product. This helps maintain a greater 

accuracy in the results, but you have no access to the 

intermediate product. If you don't know when you will 

need this word, then you probably don't need it! 

NEGATE and ABS are not complementary just be

cause they operate on the sign of a number; therefore, 

don't be too complacent with them. NEGATE leaves 
the two's-complement of a number, which means that 

you could be surprised at the result of NEGATE oper
ating on a number which is already negative. On the 

other hand. ABS simply takes a signed number and 

makes it act as an unsigned number, which is not 
necessarily the same as convening a negative number 

into a positive number. In other words, these two 

operations can bite the hand of the unwary! 

MAX and MIN , which compare the top two 16-bit 

numbers on the Data Stack and select the higher mag

nitude or the lower magnitude, respectively; the other 

value disappears from the stack. I think that it is a valid 

assumption that, if the two numbers are the same, then 
one is simply erased. The action of MAX and MIN is 
relatively obvious when you realize that each word acts 

on a pair of signed numbers to return the MAXimum or 

MINimum of the pair. 

Comparison words: 

These are the simple "less than", "equal to", or"greater 

than" functions for determining the relative magnitude 

of a pair of signed numbers. In contrast to MAX and 

MIN • <, = , and> return a boolean flag replacing both 

numbers, so you bener be sure to save them either on the 

Data Stack or in variables before you make the compari

son if you expect to have any further use for either one. 

Control structure words: 

Fonh has a number of additional control structures, but 

we felt that the ones in the list could be used, in 

combination if necessary, to satisfy any common re

quirement. 

Consider the possible forms a control structure can 

take: 

1-1 I. Either/or controlled by IF ... ELSE ... THEN 

1-1 2. Definite loop controlled by DO ... LOOP 

1-1 3. Indefinite loop controlled by BEGIN ... UNTlL 

What other types of decision could one make? Any 
other decisions must be variations on one of these three 
basic types. 

Probably, the most commonly used control would be 

the IF ... THEN or the IF ... ELSE ... THEN form. In 

either case, the most accessible number on the Data 

Stack will be used as a boolean flag to control the flow 
of the program; this flag is lost in the test for true/false 

so it cannot be used later. A true condition (any number 
not equal to 0) causes the words after IF to be executed; 

once all of thes'e words have been run, control jumps to 

the first word following THEN . If ELSE is present, a 

false condition (a 0) causes the words following ELSE 

to be executed. When the ELSE words have all been 

run, or if there is no ELSE phrase present, then opera

tion jumps to the first word past THEN. 

I found this to be confusing when I first started working 

with Forth, since I had been using FORTRAN and 

BASIC, but I had very little trouble remembering to set 
the true/false before the IF , rather than after it. Once I 
got that straight, I had no more trouble with this struc

ture. 

The other two control structures are examples of a 

definite and an indefinite loop. The DO ... LOOP is a 

definite structure in which you know how many times 

the loop will be executed before you ever enter it, but 
the BEGIN ... UNTIL is an indefinite structure because 

it is executed until a true boolean flag appears on the 

Data Stack; if the flag were always false, then the loop 

would run forever! 

One of easiest things to forget when setting up a DO ... 

LOOP is the proper order for the numbers defining the 

loop limits. You must put the end-value first and the 

stan-value second (after all, this is an RPN system!) or 
you will get a surprise! It still happens to me, some

times, and I can usually laugh at the result, but not 

always. It is occasionally hard to remember what value 
to use for the end-value; simply add the desired number 

of iterations of the loop to the value of the start-value. 
You will get 10 iterations from I 0 and 0, 5 and -5, or 123 

and 113; the only significance to the actual magnitude 
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of the starting limit is whether or not you wanr to use the 
internal loop counter for calculations. 

You can access the internal loop counter with the word 
I (pronounced "eye"). I always refers to the counter for 
the current loop, so be sure which counter you want 
when you are working with nested loops. 
The default stepping rate for the DO ... LOOP is +I, so 
you must use a different fonn if you want a different 
rate. This fonn is DO ... n +LOOP, in which the "n" is 
the magnitude of the step. It can be any value, except 0, 

and have either a+ or a- sign. If"n" is negative, be sure 
your start value and end value are in the proper order! 
Also, remember that you must use +LOOP even when 
"n" is a negative number. 

As I said before, the BEGIN ... UNTIL loop can run 
forever if you don't pay attention to how you set it up. 
The indefinite loop is abandoned only when the Data 
Stack contains some value not equal to 0 just prior to 
execution of the UNTIL. This number acts as a flag, so 
it is consumed by the test done by UNTIL; therefore, if 
you want to use it somewhere else, be sure to DUP it. 
You can achieve an infinite loop by writing a definition 
which ends ... 0 UNTIL ; . Since this forces the flag 
tested by UNT[L always to be FALSE , the looping will 
be infinite, so this is one of the common ways used to set 
up the outer shell of a program such as an editor, in 
which you want to keep repeating the main routine. 

Data Stack words: 

Of course, very nearly everything that you do in 
FORTH makes at least one manipulation of the Data 
Stack, so don't confuse that fact with the present discus
sion. What I have in mind here are just those words 
which do nothing but operate on the Data Stack. 

DROP removes the top number from the Data Stack and 
DUP duplicates the top number on the stack. SWAP 
exchanges the top two numbers on the Data Stack. 
OVER can be a little confusing at first, but it can be 
thought of as a DUP somehow performed on the num
ber next to the one which was on top of the stack. 

ROT is something like SWAP, except that it works on 
the third integer on the Data Stack. This integer is 
simply moved into position so that it becomes the first 

number on the stack. The two integers which formerly 
were the first and second numbers now become the 
second and third, without their order being changed. 

Each of these words affects the count of the numbers on 
the Data Stack in this way: 

1-1 DROP removes one integer from the Data Stack. 
1-1 DUP adds one integer to the Data Stack. 
1-1 OVER adds one integer to the Data Stack. 
1-1 ROT does not change the count of integers on the 
Data Stack. 
1-1 SWAP does not change the count of integers on the 
Data Stack. 

Defining words: 

This sounds rather formidable, since many FORTI-I 
books make a big deal about how easy it is for one to 
create new defining words which extend FORTI-I in a 
multitude of directions (all at once?) . I think I under
stand enough about "defining words" to believe that 
most of them are of no use to the beginner, although an 
expert FORTI-I programmer delights in using them (1 

am not an expert!). At least 99% of my FORTI-I pro
gramming uses only four words which fall into this 
category, and they are listed in Table 2. 

You must use the : to open a definition and the ; to close 
a definition. That is about it! 

The only other words which most people use exten
sively are CONSTANT and VARIABLE , which are 

technically "defining words", but already exist in the 
FORTH vocabulary, so you don't have to worry about 
them. 

If you don't understand how to write your own "defin
ing words", don't worry about it; you may never even 
care! For now, skip those chapters and read them later, 
if you ever have the time or feel deprived. 

Input word: 

KEY is the only input word a beginner really needs to 
become comfortable with, even though there are other 
input words contained in the various standards. 
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KEY simply takes one character from the input stream, 
usually the keyboard, and puts it onto the Data Stack. 
Anything else that happens from then on is up to the 
programmer. As a result, KEY can be the foundation for 
building very elaborate input structures which should 
cover all of your needs. 

Logic words: 

Forth logic is usually at the bit level, so that AND and 
OR areal ways "bitwise" operatjons. You must remem
ber that in order to avoid confusion. I won't spend time 
on AND and OR , since they are standard throughout 
Forth and "bitwise" operations are simple to under
stand. 

Memory access words: 

Most memory access is done as 8-bit or 16-bit units in 
Forth, although there are exceptions. The only impor
tant consideration which might not be obvious is that 
storage of an 8-bit value( C!) into memory is done from 
the B Accumulator and not the A Accumulator with the 
6800 and 6809. People who are used to writing Assem
bly programs usually use the A Accumulator for most 
of their fetch and store operations, so they must keep 
this difference in mjnd with Forth. 

An 8-bit fetch ( C@ ) operation for the 6800/6809 
places the value into the B Accumulator and clears the 

A Accumulator, thus immediately promoting the 8-bit 
value into a 16-bit value. This can also cause problems 
for Assembly programmers if they don't keep it in 
mind. 

Mjsc. & System words: 

WORDS , known as VLIST in Fig-Forth, is important, 
since it shows you the defined functions you already 
have at your disposal. This command is often used in 
conjunction with FORGET . 

FORGET removes the indicated word AND ALL 
FOLLOWING WORDS from the dictionary, so that 
they are not available for use. Therefore, you should 
make a habit of checking with WORDS before using 
FORGET, so that you can avoid unpleasant surprises. 

Output words: 

Only four words should satisfy a beginners needs for 
output, including formatting hardcopy. Simply put, . 
(dot) prints the numerical value of the integer on top of 
the Data Stack, and ." (dot-quote) prints the string 
pointed to by the integer on top of the Data Stack. 
Actually, the action of each is a linle more complicated 
than that, but that is what you need to know to get 
started. 

' 

CR just sends out an "end-of-line" signal, whjch is 
usually $0D, but might be something else if the DOS 
needs it. 

EMIT sends out the ASCII equivalent of the integer on 
top of the Data Stack. For example, if $41 or (decimal 
65) were on top of the Data Stack, EMIT would send out 
an A. 

Other words: 

I have not included Editor, Assembler, or Disk VO 
words, since they are too dependent on the machine and 
the DOS that you are using. I assume that you either 
know how to use them, already, or else don't need them. 
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Table 1. The 6800/6809 Forths which I have successfully used. 

Operating 
Processor 

6800 

6809 

6809 

6809 

6809 

System 

none 
RAM 

disk 

FLEX 

CoCo 
tape 

or 
disk 

FLEX 

OS-9 
Level 
I or II 

Source 

Forth Interest Grovp 
P 0 Box 8231 
San Jose, CA 95155 

Forth Interest Group 
P 0 Box 8231 
San Jose, CA 95155 

Stearns Electronics 
c/o South East Media 
5900 Cassandra Smith Rd. 
Hixson, TN 37343 

Wilson M. Federici 
1208 NW Grant 
Corvallis, OR 97330 

D. P. Johnson 
7655 Cedarcrest Street 
Portland, OR 97223 

Table 2: The minimum lisL of words a Forth beginner should learn. 

Arithmetic: + 
• 

I MOD /MOD 
*/MOD 

ABS NEGATE 
MIN MAX 

Comparisons: < = > 

ConLrol Sllllcwre: IF ELSE THEN 
DO I LOOP 

+LOOP 
BEGIN UNTIL 

Data Stack: DROP 
DUP OYER 
SWAP ROT 

Defining Words: . 

CONSTANT VARIABLE 

Input KEY 

Logic: AND OR 

Memory Access: ! @ 
C! C@ 

Misc. & SysLern: FORGET WORDS (YLIST) 

Output: 
CR 
EMIT 

FOR THOSE WHO 

I 
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Type 

Fig-Forth 

Fig-Forth 

Fig-Forth 
with 

Forth-79 
additions 

Forth-83 

Forth-83 
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OS-9 And -

Recently I had the opponunity to 

Th test the Professional version of OS-9 e 
for the Macimosh computer from Ul-

Macintosh 
trascience. As a magazine deeply in-
volved (more so than any other) with 

OS-9 and I personally being one of t he our68020 Muswng 1M from Data-Comp 
oldest OS-9 users (In the early days of running Professional OS-9, the differ-
OS-9 each user was assigned a serial encc was 1101 objectional but was ap-
number, mine is #5) I appreciate OS-9 parcn1. However, it is a very well done 
as being a leading-edge product and project, mainly because OS-9 was etc-
have used and supponcd it as long or vel oped and IUncd to the 68XXX series 
longer than probably any other user. of Motorola CPU devices. Meaning, 
OS-9 for the Real-Time M a c . this pon of OS-9 is well suited for the 
by Ultras-

Multi-User Macimosh series of computers. 
cicnce is a wei- After you have copied the pro-
come pon. Multi-Tasking grams to the Mac you then go through 

This is the s 9 a shon series of steps to preparing OS-
first Mac OS - 9 to run. You will be initializing the 
that is capable OS-9 hard disk (up to seven 
or real time F·t a· ht I t hard disk devices arc sup-
multi-processing I S Ig D 0 poned.) ·os9sctup' is then 
& multi-user operation. 

M 
edited changing the boot 

I can only rcpon to you a c file to the newly created 
that it works, and give /hO, and away you go. 
you some insight of what One thing to be aware 
it is like on the Mac. It is available for of. If you anticipate a change or up-
the Mac Plus, SE. Mac II series and SEI grade to your Mac you will have a 
30. 11wt accounts for the three cur- problem as OS-9 for the Mac checks 
rcntly most popule�r68X XX CPUs.111e for your serial number and CPU type. If 
6R(X)(), 68020 & 68030. ll1c version they do not match the CPU type and 
we tested was for the Mac II with the serial number you furnished Ultras-
68020 CPU. cicncc it will not run. This is one of the 

Installation was the most simple 
OS-9 installation I have ever done. 
Basic requirements arc a Mac with I 
meg of RAM and a hard disk with at 
least 5 meg of free space. You just 
create a folder on the Mac and drag the 
supplied programs from the Mac 3 1/5" 
drive to the Mac folder. 111c simpUcity 
is a result of this version of OS-9 run
ning as an applic:�Lion. ·n,c Mac OS and 
Finder arc still in control of the hard
ware. While this slows the overall 
operation ofOS-9 down somewhat, on 
our Mac II it is still fast Comp:�red to 
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few Macintosh applications that uses a 
copy protection scheme. 

The floppy disk is supponed only 
fort he Mac format in the version tested. 
Ultrascicncc promises floppy suppon 
for the OS-9 fonnat in the ncar future. 
However, Kermit is supplied so that 
files may be poncd between the Mac 
and other OS-9 systems. When the 
floppy drivers arc available we will let 
you know. 

The Mac printer pon is designated 
/LI and the modem is /L2. Additional 
serial pons are supponcd. The Macin-

JenJFob. "90 

Losh monitor is designated /qd I .  
OS-9 has matured over the years to 

one of  the most popular development 
and applications engines available 
today.IL isvery compaliblewith UNIX, 
especially at the ·c· source level (the 
full feature Microwarc C.) I have seen 
thousands of lines of UNIX C directly 
com pi led to OS-9 without any changes. 
That means that most all UNIX appli
cations can be poned to the Mac and 
run under MAC/OS-9 from Ultras
ciencc. Not to mention the hundreds of 
applications listed in the latest Microw
arc . oftwarc catalog. Other languages 
supponcd arc BASIC, Fonran, Mod
ula-2, Forth, MUMPS, assembler and 
lnformix software products. To just 
mention a few. ll also suppons the Mac 
toolbox. QuickDraw and AppleTalk. 
It's well suited to robotics and process 
control applications. Because of it's 
case of poning, this should enhance the 
Mac as a serious multi-user, multi-task
ing system. Now. what arc you waiting 
for? 

Additional information can be 
secured from: 

Ultrascicncc 
Gibbs Laboratories, Inc. 
1824 Wilmeuc Avc. 

Wilmcuc. IL 60091 
Tel: 3 12 256-0080 
Fax:312 256-0097 

DMW 

EOF 
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The MacintoshrM Section 

Reserved as 

2L.P-face for your tliougfits 

o::ntact: Letraset USA 
40 Eisenhower Drive 
Paramus, NJ 07653 

It isn't often that a new software product comes along that has 
the pOlential LO change the way traditional deskLOp publishers 

And ours ...... . 
M"ac-Watcli 

handle display typeselling. However, a rather unique product from the "Granddaddy of deskLOp publishing." 
LeLiaset,. has changed all that - LetraStudio. Yes, I (and Lhc staff here at 68 Micro Journal) arc finally 

There are several other programs that can change the way a set getting recognition as the folks who were the first to use desktop 
of characters can be modified to suit the typesellers needs, but publishing commercially or otherwise. For over eleven 
this application has them beat by a country mile! I could years this magazine has been completely typeset 
spend pages auempting to tell you what all this program \l(\ T /} and laid-out using traditional desktop publish-
does, however, as some Chinese fellow once said, "A t- � � J {/ /;. ing hardware and software. Years before Apple 
picture is wonh a thousand words, or so." �-/ � ever thought of the Macintosh or desktop 

The centered logo was originally a tutorial �: publishing. It wasn't called desktop pub-
exercise in LetraStudio and was different in many � lishing then, that word was coined later. I 
respects. But, with just a couple of hours of � @ • was just the first to stan using it as a 
learning LctraSudio I was able to transform it complete micro-computer system, 
into a usable logo for our use. On the next page printer and all. What! staned with was 
are a few samples that should give you an idea of crude as compared to what! am using 
the power and utility of LetraStudio. Most of the ..-::::�;;;::;::::::�����!!::::::::::;�{b-. today, but it was all on the desktop and 
examples on the next page were done in just a I made it commercially available (sys-
few (1-5) minutes or less each. terns sold here in the USA, Canada, 

One of the few negative, but important, Mexico, South America and Europe.) 
things about LctraStudio is that you arc con- Using a SWTPC kit (6800) a self-
strained to using their fonts. or which only two modified ball typewriter and later a 
arc included with the program. Two more fonts are A W .ARD WINNING daisy wheel printer and print drives and 
scnuo the buyer upon receiving the registration card, Reporting & Reviews editing software I wrote (later other com-
and if you happen to have bought some other of their mercial software, computers and printers) I 
products you might receive two or three more. How- was able to do the first issue of 68 Micro 
ever, I am not sure that policy still holds. J o u r n a I completely on the desktop, all the way from 

The price of fonts LO add to your font portfolio for LetraStu- input (editing, layout, etc.) LO the process of pasteup. And we still 
dio is rather steep, on the order of about $75.00 per font. So, do it today! Not any other international publication can make that 
expanding your font selection could rajse the price rather sharply. statement! - Now, back LO LetraStudio. 
However, if you have ever used some of the other font "fiddling" The nice thing about this program is that you don't need to be 
applications available to the Mac user, you will find that ease of usc an cxpcn to usc it. It is simple LO learn and above all, fun. The results 
and time saved (which can be a major pan of end-product cost) is are truly amazing. The documentation is easy reading and very 
well within reasonable limits. All in all, l feel that even with the thorough. 
additional cost, as needs arise, this is an outstanding addition to any Text can be altered in "line, envelope or straight" mode. Also 
collection of deskLOp publishing tools! And that my friends is from text can be typed around a circle. 
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"Line mode" allows one or more lines of text to be distorted 
along the base line. "envelope mode" allows text and shapes to be 
grouped into an envelope and distorted together as a unit. The 
envelope may also be moved as a unit. Text within an envelope may 
not be altered. However, the envelope can be removed, text 
changes made and the envelope reinstalled. The circle choices are 
inside or outside the circle. With a combination of these functions 
an unlimited number of objects can be created. The examples (next 
page) arc but a smattering of what can be accomplished in just a 
short time. 

Another shortcoming of LetraStudio is the way that objects 
you create can be exported to other applications. If you use only 
applications that can accept an EPSF you wi II have no problems as 
LetraStudio provides an export function for that typeof file. How
ever. it cannot open an EPSF file. so you are required to save in 
LetrnStudio format also if you intend to ever open the file again. 
Text objects in straight or line mode may be saved to the clipboard 
and used as a normal Mac operation. However, objects that are de
veloped in an envelopcarc only exported as EPSFfiles. This places 
a burden on the user who uses programs that only accept Pier or 
bitmappcd objects. For the professional this is less a burden as he 
probably has and uses the more expensive applications that import 
EPSF fi lcs. It is hoped that this as well as the font cost problem will 
be addressed in an upcoming revision that is slated to be released 
this fall. Text files from other applications cannot be imported, 
leaving the user to usc only LetraS- tu-

dio 

4. �-y�. 
A 

fn; 

itt .Stu%-'\ GRE 
.� f:: mA�/ :B � 

� .._ �. ,.�...,.�T�/l �nS' - .\, n..J..lishmg, rnc. 
Computer rWJ 

TtiS il ,, II 1181� 
I P�IS fiE 

� .. r.,. �U� £E 
O"IRLAPPID �cr. �nished I 

LctrnStudio files may be exported to other applications and there 
additional text or other objects added. 

LctraStudio has most of the normal text and graphic tools and 
functions found in other similar applications (pointer, text, zoom 
and graphics.) The zoom tool allows a wide range of magnification 
plus or minus. Graphic tools include lines, arcs, circles and rec
tangles. Page templates are supported. Objects (bit mapped or 

Pier) also may be imported and used as templates to set precisely 
objects being developed in LetraStudio. Grid lines may be dis
played and sized, snap to grids can be turned off or on. gri<Vguide 
lines may be set to any angle for precise text alignment. The ruler 
can be set off or on and may also be scaled and set to inches, 
millimeters or points (the typesetters system of type measure
ment.} The ruler cannot be 7-eroed, which I hold a minus. Also only 
three sets of guidelines may be on the screen. The work area is 28 
inches square, I find that more than adequate. Crop marks are 
supported and may be placed by the user as he desires. For those 
having a high resolution monitor, tonal information may be dis
played, making things a lot nicer. A pref file is supported. Text 
kerning is supported and overlapping one side or the other is 
another nice feature. Objects or lines of text may be rotated by 
selected degrees or by the free-hand method. Many of the functions 
and operations are supported by keyboard input using the com
mand and option keys in conjunction with other keys. 

The distortion functions are menu derived and allow for 
almost endless alterations to text or envelope objects (linear 
scaling & distortion, horizontal and vertical, curvilinear distor
tions also either horizontal or vertical.) Beziers controls are sup
ported on lines and objects. See examples. 

Fills may be by percent of white, black, none or Pantone 
designation. Stroke lines and arcs have a choice of round, butt or 

projected caps. Rectangles may have round, bevel or mitre comers. 
Duplications are supported to a high degree. You can produce 

complex effects with case and even select number of duplications 
and offset amounts of each duplication, as well as order of dupli
cation (behind or in front} in one operation. Duplication works on 
objects, graphic object<;, lines of text and the contents of envelopes. 

Printing is normally assumed to be directed to a Postscript de
vice, however, Quick Draw printers are supported, but moslly at72 
dots per inch. 

I found itLo be everything advertised.And to sum it all up- "I 
wonder how we ever got along without LctraStudio?" For the 
desktop publisher, professional or otherwise, I give it my unquali
fied approval. 

DMW 

FOR THOSE WHO NI:'I:'D TO 1\NOU' 68 MICRO 
JOURNAL TM 
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Message Passing Protocol 
Compcontrol BY 
Stratumsedijk 31, PO Box 193 

5600 AD Eindhoven 

By: Ing. J.H. Brand and Ing. L. de Graaf 

Standardizes Interface Between 
TI1e Netherlands 

Intelligent Peripheral Controllers, Cuts VMEbus Loading 

Although the most obvious and popular 
way of increasing the power of VMEbus 
systems is to add processor boards, this can 
cause problems unless the system architec
ture ;is well thought out. Just adding proc
essor boards can crowd out the bus, and 
degrade system response times. For ex
ample, a VMEbus system with twenty 
processor boards can by definition only 
allow each processor an average bandwidth 
of 1.5 MbytcS/s. Designers cannot afford to 
have this banwidth taken up by routine, 
low-level communications. 

Incorporating intelligent peripheral 
controllers into the system can alleviate bus 
loading, since data can be processed on the 
boards before passing it across the bus. 
Disk handlers can for example return sorted 
lists of disk contents rather than transport
ing large data blocks across the bus for the 
host processor to sort Intelligent interface 
boards, industrial control, and image proc
essing boards can all similarly increase 
overall system performance. 

Such intelligent peripheral aontrollers 
can, however, bring their own problems. 
Each board requires its own driver, and 
designers have to write the software rou
tines that allow processors to communicate 
with thecontrollersefficientJy and reliably. 
If there are sever-al peripheral controllers, 
this is no simple task, and strikes at the 
major advantage of the VMEbus itself: 
standardization. And without a well de
fined and orderly message handling proce
dure, designers will rind it very difficult to 

tr.tcc the cause of any system lockups that 
may occur during run-time. 

To solve these problems, Compcontrol 
B V (Eindhoven, The Netherlands see ad
vertisment on the inside back-cover) has 
written a Message Passing Protocol which 
standardizes communications to its own 
range of intelligent peripheral controllers. 
It is now making this protocol freely avail
able to VMEbus manufaeLUrers and users, 
who can take advantage of the protocol to 
reduce the load on transmitting processors. 
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It does this by concentrating arbitration and 
communications overheads associated 
with data transfers within the receiving 
peripheral controllers themsel vcs, thus 
freeing the system processors to carry on 
with their own tasks. 

The simple method of communication 
makes the protocol virtually hardware in
dependent; the transmitting and receiving 
boards communicate with each other using 
either interrupts, or a mailbox. A transmit
ting processor needs only a few bytes of 
RAM (for storing address pointers) that can 
be accessed by both the processor and the 
V MEbus. Similarly, the receiving proces
sor needs enough dual-access RAM to store 
a single message; a DMA controller can 
increase the efficiency of VMEbus traffic 
in large multiprocessing systems. 

Updating The Queue 

At system initialization (Fig. 1 ), each re
ceiving board has a queue consisting of 
only two entries (the QHP and QTP). Both 
these entries point to the same NULL 
message, Which tells the receiving board 
that no messages are pending. 

After initialization, a message is added 
to the queue as shown in Figure 2. A trans
mitting processor (MPU l ) copies thcexist
ing NULL message into its own RAM (at, 
for example, address 11000). Then, it 
updates the receiving board'sCP topoint to 
its own message (10000), and updates the 
NMP to point to the new NULL message 
(now II 000); the pointer to the new NULL 
message (11000) is wriuen at the QTP. 
Finally, it generates a local interrupt to 
inform the receiving board that the queue 
has been updated {the receiving board then 
does not need to poll the message queue). 
Figure 3 shows the effect of queuing an
other message ( adding yet one more mes
sage would bring the system into the state 
shown in Fig. 4). 

A transmitting processor does not need 
to wait for a message to be handled before 

Jan.JF&b. ·go 

sending a second. The only proviso is that 
the message queue must be updated as an 
individisiblc cycle; either the sending 
processor keeps control of the VMEbus for 
four cycles when updating the message 
queue, or it sets a semaphore which pre
vents access to the Queue Tail Pointer. 

Removing a Message 
From The List 

To remove a message from the list, a re
ceiving board reads the message address 
from its Contents Pointer (address 10000 in 
Figure 3). IL then copies the message into 
its own RAM, and updates the NMP anCP 
registers (respectively replacing II 000 
with 25000, and 10000 with 20000). The 
receiving board then acts on the message. 
Finally, the receiving board sets the NMP 
and CP to zero to allow the memory used to 
store the original message to be re-used, 
and informs the transmitting board that it 
has done so. 

A key feature of any message queue is 
what takes place when a processor tries to 
access the last entry in the queue (there can 
be problems if the processor accesses the 
last entry in a different manner from other 
entries). As shown in Figure I ,  
Compcontrol's Message Passing Protocol 
informs a receiving board that no messages 
arc pendjng by the Queue Head Pointer's 
NMP holding a zero. 

Compcontrol's MPP also has important 
side benefits, including simplifying system 
expansion. Each new transmitting proces
sor simply needs a copy of the protocol, and 
the address of the Queue Tail Pointer of 
each receiving board it will need to address. 
Each new receiving processor needs acopy 
of the protocol, and exclusive usc of 
enough registers to hold the pointers (the 
transmitting boards must also be informed 
of the new board's existence, and the ad
dress of these registers). 
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MPP Protocol 

Overheads for the MPP protocol are 
low. The initial queue can be established 
using only4long words, with each message 
adding an overhead of 15 long words. The 
tmnsmitting processor always accesses a 
receiving board's message queue in the 
same manner, which makes for simple and 
standardized software. The user can allo
cme his own priorities to the messages, and 
receiving boards can generate time-outs if a 
message is not handled within a predefined 
period. 

A peripheral conuoller can act as either 
a receiving or (if it has access to enough 
memory space for storing messages) a 
tmnsmitting board. Messages can be stored 
either in RAM on the transmitting board 
itself, or on disk somewhere in the system 
umil the receiving board is ready to act on 
them. The messages may be on any length; 
any number of processors can access a 
receiving board, and there is no limit to the 
number of messages which can be queued; 
limits arc set only by the amount of avail
able memory to store.the messages. 

Each receiving board has its own mes
sage queue. consisting of a header, com
mand block, data block, and status block. 
The fixed-size header gives the receiving 
board information such as the mailbox 
address (or alternatively which interrupt 
level and interrupt vector) it should respond 
to when the message hasbeen handled. The 
variable-size command and data blocks are 
followed by the status block, which tells the 
board which action it must take if it cannot 
act on the message. 

A system· s message queue is disuibuted 
around the transmiuing boards. Each 
queue entry has two 32-bit words: one 
holds the address of the current message 
(the Contents Pointer, CP), and the other 
holds the address of the next queue entry 
(the Next Message Pointer, NMP). These 
queue entries therefore form a linked list; 
the final queue entry (called the NULL 
message) has an NMP of 0 and a CP of -I 

(an inaccessible address which indicates 
that there is no associated message). 

The only other reference addresses 
which t.he system needs to hold are the 32-
bit addresses of the queue head (the Queue 
Head Pointer, QHP) and queue tail (the 
Queue Tail Pointer, QTP). These are both 
stored on the receiving boards. 

The protocol can even help here, since it 
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can be used to teach peripheral 
controllers new commands. A 
transmitting processor could, for 
example, load application-spe
cific software onto a newly-in
stalled recieving board using only 
a single inslrUCLion: "learn new 
command." MPP also makes is 
very simple to trace the cause of 
the system lockups which are 
inherent to multiprocessing sys
tems. Such lockups occur when 
one program is waiting for the 
results of another program, which 
in tum is wai ting for the results of 
the fiiSt program. With MPP,the 
relevant registers show all the 
system's pending messages. 

More information o n  the 
protocol (including a protocol 
description) is available from 
Compcontrol B V, Stratumsedijk 
31, PO Box I 93, 5600 AD Eind
hoven, The Netherlands. 
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Figure 2: To add a messages to the 
queue, a transmitting board copies 
the null message to a new location 
and updates the Next Message 
Pointer (NMP), Contents Pointer 
(CP) with their new values. Then, it 
updates the receiving board's Queue 
Tail Pointer. 
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Figure I: When a system is initial
ized, the receiving board's Queue 
Head Pointer (QHP) point to the 
same location ( a NULL entry), 
which shows that no messages are 
pending. 
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Figure 3: To add a subsequent mes
sage to l.he queue, the procedure is 
the same as that shown in Figure 2_ 
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entry holds the address of the 
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r). and that of l.he next entry in 
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CAREEN 68K brings the power ol OS-91 
68000 in your IBM-PC 

ThehighperlormanceAdd-ln·Board CAREEN 
68K changes the character ol your PC lrom a 
simple documentation tool to a powerful real
time software development system. 

II you want mOfe inlo!matiOOS, 
here is your contact address· 

LP Elektronik GmbH 
Ettishofer StraBe 10c 
D-7987 Weingarten 
West Germany 

Telefax: (0751) 53199 
Telephone: (0751) 52327 

• HARDWARE DESIGN, BREADBOARDING, 

AND PROTOTYPING 

• SOFTWARE DESIGN, PROGRAM ASSEM· 

BLY, AND FIRMWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

•INTERFACE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT 

• MICROCOMPUTER BASED MEASUREMENT 

AND CONTROL 

• DESIGN OF SINGLE CHIP MICROCOM

PUTER BASED PRODUCTS A SPECIALTY 

MICRODYNAMICS 
P.O. BOX 2716 
WARMINSTER PA 18974 (215)·357 6805 

ATARI ST 

059 Professional'"' mel: 
C, Basic, Emacs, Kermit, 
S record download, 059 to T05 transfer, 
Sculptorrw., Dyn3Cillcn•, Stylographnc 

8 Serial l'ort board for the MEGA ST. 
12 bit Analogue 1/0 Interface. 
t6 btl Parallel Interface 
EJ>ROM Programmer 

UNISON, 
T.j.P. Electronics Ltd. 
3 West StTcct, 
Scarborough, 
North Yorkshire, 
ENGLAND. U.K. 
YOtl 2QL 

Tel U.K. 723-378837 
FAX U.K. 72.3-.500435 
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PROFILER 
Discover vbicb functions vitbio your 
C or Asseably prograas take the aost 
iae to run An invaluable 

developaenl tool for anyonP worried 
about program speed. 

For inforaation on lhts product 
and our other OS-9 soflvare 
developaenl packages: 1 KP (the 
Intelligent Hake Prograa), STIKU�OS 
(Artificial Intelligence �anguage), 
PAN OTI�ITIES and WINDOWS (source 
code library) contact:-��� PAM CONTROLS ���!TID, 

0 Pertbsbirel � 0 0 
Drunore I Doune I 

FK16 6AX1 SCOf�AHD. 
Phone (t44) 78685-261, 

Fulfilling the needs 
of the nation's high tech 
community for over a 
decade. 

Leaders in Hardware 
and Sollware consulting for 
real·time millwry and industrial 
applications. 

• IIIC!!Djrlft liS 

AI Mici'05)'Stems, Inc. 
One Naperville Plaza 
Naperville, IL 60540 
(Jt2) 416-2177 

Tomo"ow's TeclmoiOID' Today! 

<DIPUTER PEREPRERI.ALS 
FOR 'DiOSE WHO 

LIKE TO BUILD 

THEIR�. 

FOR MORE 

INFORMATION 

SEND A S.A.S.E. 

TO 

HARLEm FIWCI� 
8332 PEXX;Y ST. 

TAMPA fL. 
33615 

Jan./Feb. '90 

�5a 
end dov�ll, lllwtcellan 
ol prOIOiypM. IClftwn. end 

C10111pi.te docurnentalion let oara. we �J»
claiLe In the lollowlng MOTOROlA �: 

HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT 

• 6805, 68HG11, 68000/20 
• Single Board Computers 
• VMEbus systems 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 

• G 
• Assembly Language 
• UNIX 

ADICON 
CONSULTING 
AND DESIGN 

1123 N. Wale! St., MilwiiAIM, WI 63202 

414/276-6800 

RADON 

Use Your Computer To 
Measure Radiation. 

Write Or Call For 
our Sensor Catalog. 

Fot mote mformarton please call or w11111. 

LaGrange Instruments, Inc. 
Kuchler Drive 

LaGrangeville, NY 12540 

(914) 223-3336 

»> 
ELECTRONICS INC. 

A NAME YOU'Ll AI!MI!MaEA 
ROUTE 12 BOX 322 

INDIANAPOLIS, IN 48238 

(317) 335-2128 

First to offer OS-9 
68000 on the STD Bus. 
Full line of memory 
serial, parallel, 

' 

analog, digital, and 
video I/0. Full 
systems toot 
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ClaSS ijie dS As submitted - No Guarantees 

SWTP S/09- 384 K, IOMeg Hard Disk, 8" 
Aoppy. 2-X-12 Word Processing Tenninals, 

Fumiturc, Software. Paid $9000 in 1983, 

Stored since '84. 

Best Offer (618) 667-2544 
••• 

PT68008 Single Board Computer, 10 MHz, 2 
RS-232 SeriaJ Pons, 768 K RAM/64K Eprom, 

1-5" Drive, 20 Meg Hard Disk, 2-8 Bit Parallel 
Ports, OS9, Stylo Pak, Sculptor . $1495 

CDS--I. 20 Meg Hard Disk w/controiJer $100 
S+ Memory Cards, CPU Cards, Hard Disks w/ 

Controller Cards. 1/0 Cards. Cabinets, Power 

Supplies. 
S/09 CPU Cards, Memory, 1/0 Cards. Controller 
Cards 

5-Siemens 8" Disk Drive, $100 ea 
Tom (615) 842-4600 M-F 9AM to SPM EST 

••• 

OS-9f68K 

FILE MANAGERS 

Eight Application-Specific OS-9 File Managers 

GKS High speed industrial graphics 
IBF To control IEEE-488 bus devices 
Logio For dumb ADC, DAC and digital I/0 
MFM Manages memory and modules as a disk 

MSF Use MS-DOS formatted disks on OS-9 
PC9 Run multiple OS-9 processes from a PC 
SPF For intelligent serial, DAC, ADC boards 
WAF To control WORM optical disk drives 

We write OS-9 file managers, drivers, utilities, 
applications, systems and graphics software 

and sell system software tools. 

For additional information, pricing, a full product 
list or to order, contact Steven Weller. 

'OS.9' TM Microware Inc.,' MS. DOS' TM Microsoft. 

2407 U.... lOin Lane, Loul-.llle, KY 40222 U.S.A 

WI d S 
Telephone: (!502) <425 11660 Fax: (!502) 426 39-« 

n sor ystems ....._ _______ __. 

FLEXTMfSK-DOS™IMS-DOS™/ AtariTM 

Transfer Utilities 

For 68020, CoCo* Atari, OS-9 Systems 
Now READ - WRITE -DIR - DUMP- EXPLORE 

FLEX, SK-DOS & MS-DOS Disk 
These Utilities come with a rich set of options allowing the 
transfer of text type files from/to FLEX & MS-DOS dasks. 

*CoCo systems require the D.P. Johnson SDISK utilities and 
OS-9 and two drives of which one must be a "host" floppy. 

CoCo Version: $69.95 68020 Version $149.95 
Atari $99.95 

S.E. Media 
5900 Cassandra Smith Rd. 

Hixson, TN 37343 

(615) 842-4600 FAX (615) 842-7990 
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K-BASICTM 
The Only 6809 BASIC to Binary Compiler for OS-9 

FLEX or SK*DOS 

Even runs on the 68XXX SK*DOS Systems* 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• 
• 

• 

• 

• 
• 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
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• 
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• • 
• 
• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

,------------, For a LIMITED time: 
: Hundreds Sold at : 
1 Suggested Retail: 1 

!$199.00: 

save over 65°/o . .. 

This sale will not be: 

• 
• 
• • 

'-------------" 
• • 6809 - OS-9TM users can now transfer their FLEXTM 
• 
• Extended BASIC (XBASIC) source tiles to OS-9, com-
: pile with the OS-9 version and run them as any other 
: OS-9 binary "CMD" program. Much taster than BASIC 
• programs . 
• 
• 

: • 6809 - FLEX users can compiler their BASIC source 
: files to a regular FLEX ". CMD" tile. Much taster execu
• tion . • 
• 
• 
• • 68XXX-sK·oosTM users running 6n 68XXX systems 
: (such as the Mustang-08/A) can continue to execute 
: their 6809 FLEX BASIC and compiled programs while 

repeated after it's 
over! * 

,------------, I I I SALE SPECIAL: I 

: $69.95 : I I 
'-------------" 

SPECIAL 
• getting things ported over to the 68XXX. sK·oos Th k "V: s I : allows 6809 programs to run in emulation mode. This is an - I. 0 U- a e 
: the only system we know of that will run both 6809 & Dnily �rom: 
• 68XXX binary files. : 

c 
S. E. Medi� 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

: K-BASIC is a true compiler. Compiling BASIC 6809 pro-

p 
5900 Cassandra Smith Rd. 

• grams to binary command type programs. The savings Hixson, Tn 37343 
: in RAM needed and the increased speed of binary I Telephone 615 842·6809. 
• execution makes this a must tor the serious user. And 
• • the price is now RIGHT! 
• A Division of Computer Publishing Inc . 
• 

Over 1,200 Titles • 6800-6809-68000 : Don� get caught up In the 'team a New Language" FAX (615)842-7990 
: syndrome· Write Your Program In BASIC, Debug It ================= 

• K·BASIC wiU run under 68XXX SK •OOS in emW..tion mode for &he 6809. 
: in BASIC and Then Compile it to a .CMD Binary File. Price subject to change w1thout notiee. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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TilE 6800-6809 ROOKS 

OS - 9 User Notes 
By: Peter Dibble 

FLEX USER NOTES 
By: Ronald Anderson 

The publishers ol68' Micro Journal are proud to make available the 
publication of Peter Oilbles 

OS9 USER NOTES 

tnfolmation for the BEGINNER to the PRO, Regular or CoCo OS9 

Using059 

The publishers of 68 MICRO JOURNAL are proud to make available the J)lb
lieation of Ron Anderson's FLEX USER NOTES, in book lorm. This popular 
monthly column has been a regular feature in 68' MICRO JOURNAL SINCE 
1979.11 has earned the respect of thousands of68MICROJOURNAL readers 
over the years. In lad, Ron's eok.rmn has been desailed as the 'Bble' lor 
68XXusers,by someolthewor1d'sleadingmlcroproeessorproles.sionals.The 
mOSI needed and popular 68XX book available. Over t he years Ron's column 
has been one oft he mos1 popular in 68 MICRO JOURNAL. And of course 68 
MICRO JOURNAL is the most popular 68XX magazine published. 

HELP, HINTS. PROBLEMS, REVIEWS. SUGGESTIONS, COMPLAINTS, 
OS9 STANDARDS, Generating a New Bootstrap, Building anew System 
Disk. OS9 Users Group. etc. 

Programming Languages 

Assembly Language Programs 3l1d Interlacing; BasicOO, C. Pascal, and 
Cobol reviews. programs, and uses; etc. 

Disks Include 

No typing all the Source LrSiings rn. Source Code and, where applicable, as· 

sembled or compiled Opefating Programs. The Source and the Discussions 
in the Columns can be used ·as is·. or as a "Starting Potnt for developing your 
OWN more powerful Programs. Programs sometimes use muh� Lan
guages such as a short Assembly Language Routine lor reading a Directory. 
which is then·� to a BasicOO Routine lor output formatting, etc. 

BOOK$9.95 

Typeset- w/ Source Listings 
(3·Hole Punched; 8 x 11) 

Deluxe Binder $5.50 

All Source Listings on Disk 

1·8' ss. so Disk $14.95 
2-5' SS, so Disks $24.95 

LiSied below are a lew of the TEXT files included in the book and on 
diskene. AI TEXT files in the book are on the disks. 

LOGO.CI 

MEMOVESCI 

DUMP.CI 

SUBTEST.Ct 

TERMEM.C2 

MC2 

PRINT.C3 
MOOEM.C2 

SCtPKG.CI 

U.CA 
PRINT.CA 
SET.CS 
SETBAS1.CS 

File load program 10 offset memcxy • ASM PIC 
Memcxy move program· ASM PIC 
PM!er dump program· uses LOGO • ASM PIC 
Sunulation ol6800 code 10 6809. show differences • ASM 
Modem rnput 10 drsk (or olher pon rnput to drsk) • ASM 
Output a file 10 modem (or another pon) • ASM 
Parallel (enhanced) pmter dnver • ASM 
ffi outpullo CRT and modem (or other pon) • ASM 
Socnbfie math routines· PASCAL 
MlnHnOiliiOr, disk resideo� many usefullunclrons · ASM 
Parallel pnnter dnver, Wllhoul PFtAG • ASM 
Set pnnter modes • ASM 

Set pnnter modes • A,BASIC 

Note: .C1, .C2, etc ... Chapter 1, Chapter 2, etc. 

"Over 30 TEXT files included is ASM (assembler)·PASCAL
PIC (position independent code ) TSC BASIC-C. etc. 

Book only: $7.95 + $2.50 S!H 

With disk: s· $20.90 + $2.50 S!H 
With disk: 8' $22.90 + $2.50 S/H 

Shippi ng & Handl ing $3.50 per Book, $2.50 per Disk set 
Foreign Orders Add $4.50 Surface Mall 

or &7.00 Air Mall 
If paying by check- P lease allow� WMkl delivery 

• All Currency In U.S. Dollars 

Continually Updated In 68 Micro Journal Monthly 
Computer PubUahlng Inc. 

15900 Cassandra Smith Rd. 

Hixson, TN 37343 

Telephone (615) 842-4601 
FlEXISIIJIOomal\ollechnuiSystemsConsulatU F.AV (615) 842 4607 � Ultadtmllll ol MlctOwatt and MOIOIOia T etex 5106006630 � -

68" MlctO JoCimllls llfldemlllc cl �IMI � Inc. 
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Disk· I 
Disk· 2 
Disk· 3 
Disk· 4 
Dlsk·S 
Dlsk· 6 
Dbk·7 
Dbk·8 
Dbk·9 
Dlsk·IO 
Disk· II 
Dlslc·l2 
Olslc·l3 
Olsk·l4 
Olslc·IS 
Dlsk·l6 
Olsk·l7 
Dlsk·l8 
Olsk·l9 
Dlsk·20 
Dlsk·21 
Dlsk·ll 
Dlsk·23 
Olsk·24 
Dlsk·25 
Olsk·26 
Olsk·27 
Olsk·28 
Olsk·29 
Olsk·30 
Dlsk·31 
Olsk·32 
Dlsk·33 
Dlsk·34 
DISk·35 
Dlsk·36 

68' Micro Journal 

Reader Service Disks 

Fileson, Minicat. Minioopy,Minifms, ••Lifetime, ••Poetry, ••Foodlist, .. DieL 
Diskedit w/ insL.l fixes, Prime, •Pnnod, ••Snoopy, ••FootbaU. ••llexpawn.••Ufetime. 
Cbug09. Sect, Sec2. Ftnd. Table2. lnlellt, Disk·Cllp. 0Disksave. 
Mailing Pros run. • Finddat, •Change, "Testdisk. 
•DISKFIX I, •DISKFlX 2. ••LE'JIER, ••LOVESJGN. ••BLACKJAK, ••BOWLING. 
••Purchase Order, Index (Disk file in<b;). 
linking Loader. Rload. Harkness. 
Cnest, Lanpher (May 82). 
Da1ee0py, Diskf1X9 (Aug 82). 
Home Accou.nting (July 82). 
Dissembler (June 84). 
Modem68 (May 84). 
•!nitmf68, Testmf68. •Cleanup, • Dskal ign,Jielp.Date.TxL 
•!nit. •Test. •Terminal, • Find, • Diskedit, Jnjt.lib. 
Modem9 + Updates (Dec. 84 Gilchrist) to Modem9 (April 84 Commo). 
Copy. Txt, Copy.Doe, Cat.Txt, CaLDoe. 
Match Utility, RATBAS. A Basic Preprocessor. 
Parse.Mod, Siu..Cmd (Sept. 8S AnnstrOng),Q\o1DCODfi, CMD.Txt (Sept. 8S Spray). 
Oock, Date. Copy. Ca1, PDEL.Asrn .l Doc.. Enon.Sys, Do, toa.Asrn .l Doc. 
UNIX like Tools (July &. Sept. 8S Taylor &. Gilchrist). Dragon.C. Grep.C, LS.C, FDUMP.C. 
Utilities&. Games • Date, Life, Madness, Touch, Goblin, Stanhoc, .l IS more. 
Read CPM &. Non·Fl.EX Disks. Fraser May 1984. 
IS AM. Indexed Sequential ftle Accessing Methods, Condon Nov.8S. Extensible Table Driven. Language Recognition Utility, Andenon Mar86. 
68' M;cro JoumaJ Index of Anicles &. Bit Bucket Items from 1979 • 198S, John CurrenL 
KERMIT for FLI!X derived from lhc UNIX ver. Burg Feb. 1986. (2)·S" Disks or (1)·8" Disk. 
Compacta UniBoard review, code&. diagram, Burlison March '86. 
ROTABIT.TXT. SUMS'mST.TXT. CONDATA.TXT, BADMEN.TXT. 
CT·82 Emulator, bit mapped. 
.. Star Trek 
Simple Winchester, Dcc.'86 Green. 
••• ReadiWrite MM'C·DOS (SK•DOS) 
l l eir·UNlX Type upgrade • f-eb .87 
Build the GT -4 Terminal • Nov. 87 Joseph Condon. 
FLEX 6809 Diagnostics, Disk Drive Test. ROM Test. RAM Test • Apr. 89Korpi. 
DO A FLEX-09 Batch File Processor· 0c:L 88 ·Dave Howland 
Add Graphics To Your SBC ·Nov. 88 ·Joseph Condon 

NOTE: 

This is a reader service ONLY! No Warranty is offered or implied.lhey are as received by 68' Micro Journal, and arc for reader 
convenience ONLY (some MAY include fixes or patches). Also 6800 and 6809 programs are mixed, as each is fairly simple 
(moslly) lO convcn to lhc olher. Soflwarc is available to cross-assemble all. 
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* DcnOles 6800 • u DenoteS BASIC 
••• Denotes 68000 • 6809 no indicator. 

8" disk $19.50 

5" disk $16.95 

Shipping & Handling -U.S.A. Add: . $3.50 
Overseas add: $4.50 Surface · S7 .00 Ainnail 

68' MICRO JOURNAL 
5900 Cassandra Smilh Rd. 

Hixson. TN 37343 

(615) 842-4600 

FAX (615) 842-4607 
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!!! Subscribe Now!!! 
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jj�_� Toll Free Subscription Line l-800 669 6809 

OK, PLEASE ENTER MY SUBSCRIPTION 

Bill My: D Mastercard D viSA 

Card 11·------------------ Exp. Date. ____ _ 

For I Year __ _ 2 Years _ __ 3 Years __ _ 
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Country ______________________ ______ _ 
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I Year$ 49.00, 2 years$ 79.00. 3 years$ 99.00 
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I Year$ 58.00, 2 Years$ 95.00, 3 Years$ 125.00 
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SOFTWARE 

68000 C CROSS-CO�tl'll.f:R 
$IN. SAOOS..USOOS.t\lr.lil Ylf t08JU7 0\111 

Ao<q100 URC""'- _.61<Nl_<_ 
--�Ho.-____ ,.,stwOS ·�"".w.'"" 

CROSS-ASSE\tni.ER WITH \1,\CRO CAPAUILITJE 
I!ACH U .. I'U'fJ)l',IIM�U .f..USOOS.t \IX,.SAOOS.ICIM.f J SIN AtuSlN 

Sponft 110\ 6l01,1>801JII. f>SOI �. 6W!. 7.1 ?AO. �J.II011. 11085.611010. lml 
'todllar'"*�•C" •O�Wlll.tan- �-�UOca..h.SI fot 
l, l)OO,.. "'' 

CMOOEM n:Lf:COI\11\1 NICATIONS PROGRAM 
Sllf.MSOOS..Sili.IOS.UNIX.I'liiXJ)S,.XI:NIX,LMI'J1lX 011fCT.ONLY• CACII SJI 

\-�-•odii<Yoo .... _.fote.-u MOD£\11.XONXOFI',« 

SUPER SLEUTH DISASSEMBLERS 
I!ACII $H4'UIII IIII·O!iJ SIH.UNII'UIX 01/fLT.O.�LT·IlACII ISO Fl.EfJ)!ii,CQCO 

�=:� .. �;;.=.:: ��_,--
coco DOS .,..,bhlo "'l\800,t.l.l.!.I.9JIIl02-(001 �j) oaty 
61011 • .,..,. �llf.�LEX.OSf.UI«fLEX,M�OO ,UI'IX.SIWOS.XF.I<I). 

Df:IJUCGING SIMULA1'0RS FOR POP LAR 8-IJIT Cr• S 
BACII I1J.Pl.JIX SIIIO.()Sf UJt.I/NIFUI/1 OIIJIJCT.()NU': �:ACII Uf.COCO FI.JlX, COCO Olf 

lnomrll•dyolmota .. .,..,. ...... ln< ...... at...-llly '"'"""""J. 1>0-rc<J•••• 
$tJ«oly 1oo MOOII. (14)681»,6'!02. 6*l9 OS9 ooly.l80A..£X .,.,r 

ASSEMBLER CODE TRANSI.ATORS FOR 6502. 680011, 6809 

UOJ • - I1S·Futf UJ.OS' U..UNI'LI'.X 
Ull/1 • UOJ I< -,. ,ul..t. Uf·".JlX J7J-O!if o.,., IU-1/�'IFI.Il.T 

f'ULL·SCREEN XBASIC PROGRAMS •••• ,.,... -•••• 
AVAILARt.E f'OR fU:X. U lf'LEX. AND MSDOS 

l)().-. m
StOO•-· Jj()•
SIOOw-. Sj()•
$100•-. Sj()•-

01 I( A.;D XRASIC lfllLITY PROGRA\1 LIBRARY 
l,._ltliX JJ .. I/\IfU JtiU$00� 

Edocdoil.-_ __,. __ .....,..., ____ ... 
IIASIC-. .,diiASIC-« """FU>X -----....., 

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 
FOR Till l'O\tPlTING t•O\IMlNIT\ 

CUSTOMIZHD I'ROGRAMMINC 

V.t •w.l ,...,.. •• , ol �......,_...,�!bod •.., �or • a. bro.� ror 
��,...., .. Of 10� .. � .. ,...,. _ _..�*"'"* 
opoolloc�oiN..W-

CONTRACT I'ROGifAMMit\G 

\lr� ..,u crca1r ... �or .,.W)' u.-s� o. • �..._a ;iCf\'ltf: � Uvt" 

�tor� I .. «M'f )'t.WI. lMCOMpullerl•-.w• w N"¥t fltf(C8lcd CDillll'l(l� 
""'"""-1101'01111 o.o.ltbol ---I--18M 8-""-V.vac.l-,.•'<�.-
_ ... Moddt d "''""''"".-.., ltl(hldooa Dr.C liM, DO. HI', ATAT . ... - �,...... 
tnnJ•., -�--... IOCI..Siftl IIIIXYI. 611111. 1.80.6502. C>IIO>.O. .... , ---
........... Md "''ft'IIJftt -t* .. ._ ()It Jf'l4it-8't ......... tie,,.. '-J;e lltloc:OINaYDII( ........ to 
""'"""""'""'IIOII<nlll<_,., .. _....,.,.,....,., .. ......,r.,..,..,.... .. .,. .... ...., 

CONSUl. TIN(; 

We offer I "'Ide ""''t 01 buJIIWQ Md l«fuUCJ) COMUIOII& Kf'VICd. lrw..lud.utJ tmtlnatl. ..:t"let, 
tratMt&.lftd dcNJ,:n. 01!1 anr torte rtlllcdliO C"Om&"VVCff.. die rhotirp rot C�GM��JUI'IJ iJ 110f1Ull)' 
t.cd ... "lftt U'lvte, w:t tA�f'IJU. 

Computer Systems Consultants Inc. 
.. so.....,.._ 

c..,..., Ooorib lCt!0'7 
10041••�)10. (400)40·1111 

ADVANCED 32 BIT SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER 
20MHZ MC68030 

20MHZ 68881 

4-8 MBYTES RAM 

4 R5-232 SERIAL 
PORTS 

4 MBYTEISEC SCSI 

32 BIT HIGH SPEED 
EXPANSION 

ON BOARD ETHER
NET 

REA£.TIME UNIX 
COMPATABLE OS 

$1,996 gTY 1 

The RA VENTM SBC from 
Cogent Engineering repre
sents a new level of integra
tion and performance. Contained on a single 5. 75" x 8.00" board 
are all of the functions needed for a complete 32 bit networking 
system. Compare the RAVEN to other single board solutions 
that offer less performance for more money and you'll see why 
the RAVEN is the right choice for all your embedded and multi
user requirements. Call or write: 
COGENT ENGINEERING 45 LAKESIDE AVE, 1120 

MARLBORO, MA 01752 (800) 282-7642, (508) 624-6447 

Jan./Feb. '90 

RAVEN OPTIONS 

8 Mbyte upgrade 

OS/9© 

UNIFLEXJRN© 

Development systems 

.$395.00 

.$CALL 

.$495.00 

.$CALL 
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Then take a look at our range of 
quality VMEbus communications 
boards for the shop floor and the 
office. We can link systems using 
high-performance X.25, RS-232/42 2/ 
485 Arcnet and IBM Token Ring con
nections using wire or optical fiber. 

And we won't just sell a board and 
leave you to gel on with it. 
Our support department will help 
you to handle any special-to-applica
tion problems. The result'? A working 
system with the minimum hassle. 

Test our commitment to communi
cations. Make a start by asking for 
our Microsystems file. 

OPEN ARCHITECTURE COMPUTERS 

COf.flCONTROt.. H;, 
15466 Los Gatos BIYd. 
Surte 109 • 365 
LOS GATOS, 
CAI.FORNIA 95032 USA 
Phone. (1)·408-356-3817 
Fax . (1)-408-356-1755 

ARQ\I.T" K • '�"1"'.-d 
lr�dMnArk of th� l'-'l•f•unt 
COtpUf.llk>D IBM lo 1 
rrt:U I..,...IIrodemuk nl 
lnlomatk>llalllutlll<'ll f1<h ne-

• All moolulu ll�·'lotrprnrltd 
ll�·'lllllrad<'mark ••I Mo<r<J�olr� 

COMPCONTROI. SARl 
148 Av d'ltalte 
75013 PARIS 
FJanee 
Tel : (33)-(1)45808448 
Fax: (33)·(1)45.808163 

COMPCOm'ROI. GmbH 
Wtlhelmshoher Alee 259 
3500 Kassel. 
Germany 
Tel • (49) -(0)561-35006 
Fax: (49)·(0)561·35007 

C<M'CONTln BV 
Sllallrnsedijk 31, 
PO. Box193 
5600 NJ ElndhoYen, 
Holland 
Tel • (31)-(0)40·124955 
Fax: {31)-(0)40-120296 
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